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CHECK OUT OUR LATEST!

The NEW
AUDIOARTS
D-75 DGITAL
RADIO CONSOLE

A CLEAN, CLEAR on -air
design: straightforward layout,
easy tabletop installation, and best
of all-completely modular.

A TRUE plug -and -play radio board
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Together We Have The Power
To Move Radio Forward.

At Harris, we're taking our leadership in the radio industry to an even higher level. Shaped by the feedback of customers

and audiences across the market spectrum, the newly -formed Harris Radio Team is rich with the industry's most

comprehensive products, services and expert resources. All with a focused team so ely dedicated to moving our industry,

and your business, forward. It's a spirit of innovation built on decades of pioneering solutions for radio. So get your

business heading in the right direction, turn to the new leadership of Team Harris Radio.

To learn more about the new Harris Radio Team, call us at 800-622-0022 or visit us at www.broadcast.harris.com.

THE NEW HARRIS RADIO TEAM IS ON THE AIR

11%
DIGITAL FANO BROADCAST STUDIO HIGF POWER Ak.

www.broadcast.harris.com
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Compared to what we were using before,
Tieline GSM is better hands down.

We're pleased with the performance and
quality.

We purchased the Tieline GSM system
primarily for remotes and our morning
show on the road. y

- Randy Mullinax
(Tyler Broadcasting. Oklahoma Cityt

Tieline's broadcast quality
GSM codecs now come
with up to...
15,000 FREE* GSM minutes!

Choose any GSM mobile plan and we will contribute
towards your first bill. This potentially could be worth
up to 15,000 FREE GSM minutes.

The Tieline GSM module slots into the Commander
G3 or i-Mix G3 codec and works in all GSM coverage
areas throughout the USA and in over 20C countries
around the world. Insert your SIM card and you're
ready to broadcast.

You can even remote control your talent's audio input
level from the studio during your broadcast.

Contact Tieline Technology to order your free
demonstration today.

800-950-0750

TiQIinQr
TECHNOLOGY

www.tieline.com/be

'This special limited offer valid when you purchase any two Tieline Codecs and at least one Tieline GSM module Tieline will include a $50 00rebate voucher in
your codec purchase which is redeemable on return to Tieline with a valid purchase receipt from your broadcast dealer The $50 00 voucher holds apotential value
of up to 15.000 FREE GSM minutes Based on a major national cel, phone carriers plan
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Currents Online
Highlights of news items from beradio.com from the past month

DRS Technologies Sells Continental Electronics
The new owner is Veritas. No changes are expected for Continental's service to broadcasters.

Ibiouity Adds to Broadcast Marketing and Promotions Department
Renee Jamerson and Roy Sampson will work with radio stations on promoting HD Radio.

SBE Creates New National Committee
The Regional Convention Strategies Committee will encourage growth, foster
development and exchange ideas among the SBE regional conventions.

Ferree Named COO of CPB
Most recently chief of the FCC's Media Bureau, Ken Ferree has supported the
broadcast transition to digital.

Digigram Adds to Distribution Network
RF Productions in New York and Joe Desmond Associates of Rohnert Park, CA,
extend the Digigram network.

Find the mic goes monthly!
Since 1998, Radio magazine has placed our mic icon

on each cover of Radio magazine. At the end of
the year we have held a sweepstakes asking you to find

all of them and enter to win prizes.
To make it more fun, we're going monthly.

Each month, tell us where you think the mic iccn
is placed on that issue's cover and you could win

a prize courtesy of Transaudio Group.

This month,
enter to win
a Sabra Som
shockmount.

Enter by April 28.
Send your entry to

radioorprimediabusiness.com.

BROADCASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to beradio.com.

The Local Emergency Radio Service
Preservation Act
Congressman Chip Pickering's (R -MS) legislation would
require radio services to serve the public interest.

FCC Clarifies Position on IBOC Multicasts
To operate with multiple audio streams, IBOC broadcasters
must first request and receive experimental authorization
from the FCC.

Site Features
NAB2005 FASTtrack for your PDA

Take the exhibitor directory with you
when you head to the convention.
Download it from beradio.com.

NAB Insider Newsletter
Are you prepared for
NAB2005? If you have
been reading the NAB
Insider you are. Sub-
scribe now to our weekly
newsletter full of convention
news, product previews, travel tips
and more.

IBOC Update Newsletter
Twice every month you can receive the latest information
about IBOC, HD Radio, DRM,Cam-D and more. Subscribe
today and stay current with digital transmission technology.

Currents Online Weekly E-mail
Get the Radio magazine headlines delivered to your e-mail
box every Monday morning. Subscribe today for the latest
radio technology headlines.
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DSPX V2 now available
V2 software of the ground breaking
FM - DAB - NET digital audio broadcast
processor is now available

 1824 -bit DSP's orovide over 1 CAC
of process ng power

 Ce-nprehensive BLUE LED auci:: metering & screen

 Digital and analogu 2 10
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with composite clipping control
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Viewpoint

Digitized and confused

few wilkks ago I passed the magazine rack
t the grocery store and noticed a consum-

er rnagazith a picture of a radio being
shattered bullet. The graphic did its
job; it made stop to look at it. Once I
picked it up I could read the full headline:
The End of Radio (as We Know It).

Below this headline was a smaller line
that read The Coming Digital Boom. Need-
less to say, I had to read more, so I pur-
chased the magazine, which was the March
issue of VVired.

I had to search for the article about the
coming digital radio boom, which was in
an article that started with an interview with
SteveJones, guitarist for the Sex Pistols and
on -air personality at Indie 103 in Los Ange-
les. While the six -page article meanders
through several top -of -the -surface ele-
ments, it actually touches on some practi-
cal consumer information about HD Radio.
Unfortunately, it never calls the Ibiquity
technology by the proper, trademarked

name. So while this article, like many
written for the listening public, provides
some insight into IBOC, it fails to convey
the message with a unique name.

Within the article and a'/3 -page side-
bar that tries to explain how HD Radio

works, the technology is called HD
radio, high -definition radio, HD,
digital radio and IBOC.With this

kind of treatment it's no won-
der that consumers don't
know much-if anything-
about the terrestrial digital
radio technology that is
expected to be installed at
2,500 radio stations over
the coming months.

I wrote about the wide-
spread misuse of the HD
Radio trademark about
a year ago. While the
consumer media can be
forgiven the lingo error
and educated about it,
broadcasters need to
take the lead and use a

consistent name to publicize the technology.
Unfortunately, broadcasters are still part of the problem.

A group of stations in Kansas City recently activated its
IBOC transmission systems and began airing station iden-
tifiers that say"now broadcasting in high -definition" How
is a listener supposed to ask for the proper equipment to
hear these signals?

I'm not fond of the HD Radio brand name in itself
because the technology transmits a low bit -rate signal
with audio encoded with a perceptual audio encoder.
However, HD Radio is more marketable than IBOC or the
previous Ibiquity name for the technology, iDAB. It also
ties into the consumer acceptance of the term HDTV,
which also conveys the "digital is better" idea that con-
sumers have been taught. But unlike theTV counterpart,
the radio technology does not provide a signal with
higher definition, hence my reservation.

Wired isn't the only one to blame. Similar misnomers
have appeared in IbpularMechanics,USAToday,the Motley
Fool and others.

Regardless of what the technology is called, unless
broadcasters and manufacturers use the same name, the
listeners will only be confused.

I conducted some field research and visited a few local
electronics dealers in Kansas City. Doing my best to act like
a barely informed consumer, I asked about digital radios.
Of course satellite radio was the first option presented. (It
seems that terrestrial radio has already lost fight.) I steered
the sales people to terrestrial, digital receivers without
using the terms IBOC, HD Radio or the dreaded high-

definition radio. I was told the that the receivers did not
exist, that stores had head units but not the receiver unit
or that the store had no plans to carry these units.

There are at least six stations in Kansas City transmitting
HD Radio signals, yet the stores can't help me. The radio
industry has its work cut out for itself.

To make digital radio a consumer success,the marketing
efforts need to come from the broadcasters, the consumer
equipment manufacturers and the consumer electronics
dealers.These efforts need a unified message,which starts
with a single, consistent name.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cscherer@primediabusiness.com

E-mail: radio@primediabusiness.com
Fax: 913-967-1905
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BE THE ACTION...
"WE HAD THIS
GREAT IDEA...
WE'D BE THE
BILLBOARD!"
"Our Christmas -eve -ewe billboard food drive remote is still
in progress on the Ma-rix, but I wonted to get a few photos
to you before the end of the day. It worked very well, although
the temp wcs -1 when we started, so we lefT tie Matrix in the
van rather flan lettinc it freeze, and ran REALLY long mic
cords between it and the announcers. Tnanl, s, Comrex, and
Merry Christmas!"

--Tom Weecien, WNWC

SHOW US
YOUR

Email photos and stories
of the interesting ways you
use YOUR Comrez. Send to:

story@comrez.com

You WILL win c prize.

F

Matrix Portable:
Delivering the sound of holiday cheer to 'isteners around
the word is as simple os pressing a button. Only the
advanced Comrex Matrix POTS codec delvers the highest
quality cudio and superior connection reliability over both
standcrd wired and GSM wireless phone connections.
Our road -proven design and construction, plus ease of
operation and real -world features, make Matrix your best
choice for all your POTS and ISDN remotes. The results?
Your listeners become the most generous people on the
focc

Maui x rtacki
Sure ail -he actior is in the field, but a grea- remote needs a
great home base. And there's nothing better than the Matrix
Rack. it's compat.ble via POTS and ISDN with ALL Comrex
codecs as well as those from nearly everyone else. Perfect
for receiving those calls from the field. Make the Matrix Rack
the center of comrnuniccrions for ALL your remotes.

G-ab your aJcliencr by the ears anc give thEnt the full experience-not just a story.

Toll Free: 800-237-1776  www.comrex.com  e-arml: inf000comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA  Tel: i7B-784-1776  Fax: 978-784-1717

411011111/, MIEN/
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IBOC's real return
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

hen I was asked about the return on invest-
ment of IBOC, my initial reaction wasskep-
tical: after all,
return in to
Could, wo

tow can we quantify the
f hard dollars? Even if we
expect the answer to be

something like "profit"? Not really.
IBOC is still in its infancy and any startup

technology takes time to work its way
through the masses. Radio has a unique
advantage, however, in that virtually every-

one over the age of five al-
ready knows about it and,
more importantly,which
stations they prefer. One
would think that a sim-
ple transition to a digi-
tal format would be
easy, assuming that
there are radios to
pick it up-right?

Unfortunately,in the
past five years a multi-
tude of competitive
technologies-web-
casting, satellite, Wi-fi,

digital wireless tele-
phones-have hit the mar-

ket, most of which offer technical capabil-
ities at least as good as IBOC.

IP-based society
You can't help but notice that when it

comes to virtually any form of data broad-
casting there is an IP address (or some
derivative) involved. Most devices that
have the ability to transfer data to another
destination have some form of unique
digital address.

This is how connections get established
from one source to the intended destina-
tion in our new IP-based society. While not
currently using formal IP addresses, IBOC
could presumably permit radio to imple-
ment selective addressing in the future. In
my mind, this is what IBOC really brings to
the table; not improved audio, not expand-
ed data services and certainly not multi-
channel broadcast capabilities, but the
possibility to become digitally compatible
with the other emerging data services.

Competitive technologies
As subscriptions to satellite radio push the four million

mark and well -established air personalities are consider-
ing (or already committed) to moving to the new medium,
terrestrial radio operators are finally paying attention.
Countless articles appear in the trades talking about cre-
ative methods to reposition terrestrial radio against the
satellite operations and an on -air campaign has recently
appeared with artists reminding us that they got their start
on the radio. These are cute and might help preserve the
erosion, and any attempt is definitely better than remaining
silent, but the larger competitive issue doesn't lie exclusive-
ly with the satellite operators. Webcasting is all over the
Internet; it seems like there is a broadcast for every taste.

Apple has done an excellent job of marketing the Ipod.
To make the device more appeali ng,particu tarty to us older
users, the company made deals with some high -end auto
manufacturers to provide a plug-in interface to the auto
sound system; smart move. There are countless other add-
ons to appeal to just about everyone. Why does the 'pod
present a challenge to radio? Enter the Podcast. Here is an
idea that is so simple, but it needed a device like the Ipod
(or any other digital device that can record and play the
MP3 format) to take off.

Fbdcasting is downloading prepackaged programming
content; instead of hearing a show in real-time, you can
download programs that can be enjoyed when convenient.
Of course, these could also be played from your PC as well,
but the portable digital player gives the flexibility of using it
anywhere. Think of this, it would be pretty easy to use IBOC
data streams to provide this type of content to listeners. An
argument could be made to abandon the push to provide
multiple channels of audio content over IBOC in favor of
maintaining a traditional audio channel and keeping the
additional data bandwidth as large as possible.

The next big competitor
While the Internet provides a rich source of diverse

program content, it's not always available wirelessly over
large areas, until the deployment of digital mobile phones.
Wireless mobile phone carriers have quietly been upgrad-
ing their networks and handsets to provide a wide variety
of digital services including e-mail, Web browsing and
video services. As most of us are aware, any handsets
purchased in the past three years has at least one of these
capabilities and most current phones offer the full array of
features. What you might not be aware of the next gener-
ation of network enhancements enable the phones to take
advantage of high-speed data services.

The enhancement is called high-speed circuit -switched
data (HSCSD). Wireless carriers are implementing this
service currently and it is already in operation by some

10 April 2005 Radfo mauazlne www.beradio.com



XR12
12 kW AM Digital Transmitter

Quick Specs

 RF Output Power - 12 kW (rated)

13.2 kW (capable)

 145% positive peak modulation at 12 kW

 1.5:1 VSWR at 12 kW, 100% modulation

 Dual hot-pluggable power modules and
redundant standby module

 Dual DDS exciters with automatic

changeover

 Seamless integration with Nautel's NE IBOC

AM signal generator

 Built-in power preset scheduler allows for six

preset power levels

 XR12 dimensions: 72" H x 28.5" W x 39.5" D

 New 25 kW and 50 kW configurations

also available

Radio Drm.

New Nautel AM
D gital Transmitters

Stay on the air
With power to spare

The fourth generation of Nautel's 12 kW AM transmitter provides unparalleled
performance and reliability, and supports both HD Radio and DRM digital
radio. The modular XR12 is over -engineered to allow aggressive signal

processing and up to 155% positive peak program modulation at 10 kW,
producing more sidebana energy and a stronger effective signal. The XR12's
reserve power capacity also makes it ideal for simultaneous, full power AM
analog and digital service.

The XR12's two power modules and one standby module automatically maintain
full power even under fault conditions. Power modules are hot-pluggable and
can be removed and replaced without any interruption in service. For even
greater redundancy, the XR12 includes a complete standby DDS exciter and
modulation encoder that automatically takes over when it detects a problem.

A 240 x 60 LCD graphical user interface, advanced alarm system, 128 -event

log and on -board real-time clock make operation, troubleshooting and
system monitoring easy.

This combination of redundancy, in-service repair, automatic fault recovery
and sophisticated alarming makes the XR12 the most robust digital AM
transmitter available today.

Visit Nautel at NAB2005 Booth N2811
,1.207.947.8200 Fax: -1.207.947.3693

intoGPnautel.com www.nautel.com

HD Radio h a trademark of IBIquity Digital Corp. All rights reserved.



Managing Technology

carriers in the top markets. So what's the big
deal? In December, Sprint signed a deal
with Music Choice to provide program-
ming content to its subscribers.

For a monthly fee its customers will be
able to access the audio (and possibly
video) content of their choice. Other
carriers will follow as their network capa-
bilities are upgraded. Cingular expects
to completely cover at least the top 20
markets by end of this year. Consider
that wireless networks reach nearly 100
percent of the top 100 markets, and if
current wireless telephone use is an
indicator,this adds up 10 40 or 50 million
potential listeners.

Also consider that mobile phones pro-
vide full -duplex capabilities, which in the
future might open some interesting inter-
active applications. As wireless network
operators complete the move into third -
generation services and begin to rollout
the fourth generation of services, their ca-
pabilities will be on par with high-speed
wired connections.

BSW is the sole
domestic U.S. dealer
for Arrakis X -mixer products

-BSW
800.426.8434
www.bswusa.com

Put a data port on the radio
Finally, if indeed the ability to broadcast streams of data

to listeners is important, radio needs to have the ability to
interface with other devices. I think this will ultimately be
the key to integrating terrestrial radio to the mainstream
devices that we are beginning to rely on as a society. It will
be necessary for standards to be developed that permit
porting ancillary data streams through a USB port or,even
better, use a wireless scheme such as Bluetooth that will
allow similarly enabled devices,located in close proximity,
to communicate.

Perhaps the answer to the return on investment for IBOC
lies in its ability to keep pace with the emerging services.
Viewing IBOC as a platform that is capable of accommodat-
ing a variety of technologies rather than simply a method to
broadcast information and entertainment is the key to
radio's longevity. Our mobile society is becoming condi-
tioned to access all of their information and entertainment
on fewer devices that can be carried with them. It's not hard
to imagine the demise of traditional AM/FM radios, not unlike
what happened to AM -only radios. To ultimately realize that
investment, terrestrial radio operators need to stop viewing
themselves as a provider of readily available free entertain-
ment, but as a digital content provider.

McNamara is president of Applied Wireless, Elkins Park, PA.

fp NEW mixeR CC7i41107111
i

loot,

come see us at
NAB booth

# N1122

r Mil

10 AND 14 Cl-fANNEL MODELS

DIGITAL AND ANALOG 10

OW TELEPHONE INTERFACE

STARTS UNDERI5,495II,
461-0730 www. arralos- system:, rnm Arrakis
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Ask us about the most advanced
technology in digital consoles and
routers for Radio and TV

BC 2000 D Digital Console

- Cost effective and flexible design.
- Flexible inputs and outputs allocated to faders.

Design adaptable to digital and ana'og environments
for a single studio or multi -studio installations.

_ Enhanced interconnectivity between engines through
MADI multi -channel links.

_ Incorporating motorized faders with position memories
enabling the allocation of up to 9 different channels
per fader and with instant access.

BC2000 D Router

The same router used by the BC 2000D
Console works as a stand-alone router,
with 2048 inputs and outputs, summing
and processing, with a scalable and
modular architecture.

For more information and user references please visit us at www.aeqbroadcast.com

AEQ also offers excellent communication
and audio equipment

.4 Fixed and portable ISDN Audio Codecs and telephone hybrids.

..i Advanced multi -channel talk show system. .

..i Multiplexers, analogue mixing comsoles, AD Converters,
monitors and digital commentary system for large
sport events.

Phone: 866 817 9745 (US only)

(954) 581 7999

Fax. (954) 581 7733

e-mail: salesBaeqbroadcast.com

url: www.aeqbroadcast.com

Visit us at

The NAB Show, Las Vegas, April 18-21, Booth N-1418



FCC Update

New rules for tower locations
By Harry Martin

ffective March 7 the FCC adopted new rules
implementing the Nationwide Program-
matic Agreement (NPA). The NPA is an
actiRdtiammered out by representatives
of the FCC, the Advisory Council on His-
toric Preservation and the National Con-
ference of State Historical Preservation
Officers. These folks, along with repre-
sentatives of Indian tribes and potential-
ly affected tower managers and owners,
formed a working group to try to stream-
line compliance with the National Histor-
ic Preservation Act.

The Historic Preservation Act requires
federal agencies, including the FCC, to take
into account the potential effect of any of
their undertakings on registered histori-
cal properties or properties eligible for
registration. The FCC and potential tower
builders had been struggling with this
requirement for years because the so-
called SHPOs andTHPOs (state and tribal
historical preservation officers) had ex-
perienced delays in completing the nec-
essary consultation that had to occur be-
fore the FCC could sign off on a tower
construction with historic implications.
The NPA is intended to ease that backlog
by clarifying the obligations of the various
parties to the process.

There are several useful elements in the
NPA. It clarifies the circumstances under
which a modification to an existing tower
structure must undergo new historic pres-
ervation review. Because the criteria for a
substantial modification of a tower are
now clearly defined, a tower owner can be
sure what sorts of changes will trigger
regulatory delay. There are categorical
exclusions from the purview of the NPA for
qualifying enhancements to existing tow-
ers, replacement of towers, the use of tem-
porary facilities, construction on industrial
and commercial properties, or in utility or
transportation corridors or SHPO/THPO-
designated areas.

The NPA defines far more precisely the
zones around the tower within which a
tower builder must assess adverse histori-
cal effects. The NPA makes it clear that a

tower proponent does not have to determine whether
structures in the protected zone are eligible for inclusion
in the Historic Register even if they are not in the register
already. Clarifying these and other points and standardiz-
ing the process with uniform forms and procedures will
alleviate many proposed towers from historic consider-
ation at all and will speed the disposition of applications
for other towers that may or may not adversely affect
historic properties.

Perhaps the most onerous requirement found in the NPA
is the obligation to have a government -certified expert
proclaim that the proposed construction does not require
a field survey to ensure that no historical or archeological
treasure will be disturbed by the construction. In other
words, the default requirement would routinely call for
such a site excavation-unless you can get an expert to
absolve you and your site.

Finer points
There are exceptions to this requirement, but they are

somewhat narrow. You do not need the expert's blessing
as long as (1) geomorphological characteristics make it
clear that there could be nothing under the ground (e.g.,
you're building on bedrock) or (2) the ground beneath the
proposed structure has already been disturbed to a level
two feet below the proposed construction. In any other
situation you have to actually perform the field survey or
get an expert to say that there is no reason to think that a
field survey would be required. This is true even if you're
planning to build in the middle of uninhabited woods or
fields-because there could have been colonials or Indi-
ans on the site centuries ago and the site must not be
irrevocably disturbed without the blessing of an expert.

These new requirements immediately affect the contents
of FCC applications for construction permits. The environ-
mental worksheets included in the instructions to Form 301
already require applicants to take historic preservation into
account in certifying that the proposal complies with envi-
ronmental standards.

Martin is president of the Federal Communications Bar Asso-
ciation and a member of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, Arlington,
VA. E-mail martin@fhhlaw.com.

Dateline:
June 1, 2005, is the deadline for stations in Arizona,

Idaho, New Mexico, Nevada, Utah and Wyoming
to file their 2005 renewal applications, biennial
ownership reports and EEO program reports.

June 1 also is the date stations in California must
begin broadcasting their renewal pre -filing
announcements.

14 April 2005 Ratko magazine www.beradio.com



LIVE AUDIO OVER IP
NETWORKS... WITH

24/7/365 RELIABILITY
AND AS LITTLE AS

5 ms DELAY!
AUDIO TX
STL - IP

OL.ALITY AUDIO OVER IP NETWORKS AND THE INTERNET

UK

AudioTX STL-IP: for STL, Distribution of
Live & Shared Programming, and both
permanent and ad -hoc Broadcast Quality
Audio Connectivity between sites.

Professional grade Balanced Stereo Analogue and AES/EBU Digital inputs/outputs

Linear. uncompressed audio at up to 24 loft, 96kHz sample rate

MPEG Layer 2, J.41 or ADPCM compressed audio from 64kbps

Uses LAN/WAN, Telco, Private/Dedicated circuits, Satellite, Wireless, ATM, T' /Et Internet/ADSL

Flexible Network configuration for UDP, TCP/IP and UDP M.JIticast

Transmit your audio to up to 6 different destinations

Ancillary Serial Data and 4 GPIO (end to end contact closures) in perfect sync with your audio

Selectable FEC (Forward Error Correction) and Jitter Buffer

1U rackmount unit. Price £1.600 GBP, 2,400 Euro

www.stl-ip.com
MDOUK Tel. +44 (0)121 256 0200 email: sales@stl-ip.com



TRENDS IN
TECHNOMatf

By Chriss Scherer,
editor

It's the basis of any studio, but it's seldom given
much more than a passing thought.

The right studio furniture makes a facility a showcase.

0
co

V' R 2.0
20in. Typ

30in.

132in.

pen Win
Axia Surface

7.31r)

Legroom
97in.

Rear Access
Doors With

Vents
Typ x3

N,ime the one element of an air studio that makes every
thing work together. Some might say that it's the audio
routing system. Others may believe that it is the audio

storage and playback system.While these are critical elements to
a studio's operation, it's the studio support system-the furniture
itself-that makes it all work.The irony is that the most basic piece
of equipment, and the foundation for everything in, on and around
it, is often given the least forethought.

Aside from aesthetic treatments, a studio's overall look and feel
starts with the fumitu reThis sets the tone of the room. If the furniture
presents a lackluster presence, chances are the talent using the
facility will provide the same performance.This is not to say that the
furniture must be always be the top of the line, but attention to some

Rear Vents

Wall

Vented Side
Access Door

8" Inside Depth
Terminal Box

Vented Terminal Box
Access Doors

of the finer details can make the most basic furniture look great, which
will carry over to the performance of the people using it.

Deciding what the furniture looks like is important to its use, but
form and function should be the first decisions made.
Consider the specific needs of the users. The furniture must

obviously fit the room in which it will be used. Ideally, the room
itself will be sufficient in size and shape to allow an efficient
operation. It's easy to take the standard approach of placing a U -
or L-shaped assembly in the space and load it with equipment.This
can work, but you will see better results by understanding the needs
of the users. In the case of a facility rebuild, observe the studio in use.
Note any problems with the existing set up,which is usually easy,as
well as any positive aspects, which may be harder to identify.

Consider sight lines between hosts and guests, equipment place-
ment, ergonomic access to the equipment, and especially the adapt-
ability of the layout to multiple users. Unless the studio is built for a
single user,several people will use it at various stages during the day.

In many cases, custom furniture can provide exactlywhat is needed
in a studio. Custom designs can also be fitted to unusual (or
accidental) room dimensions. Custom designs typically some with

Image courtesy of Ralcvc Wood Arts
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breaking down barriers

DIGITAL RADIO ON -AIR CONSOLE
 =u I Au:- io Networking
 Aly rsicrIal anywhere
 Cpirriple:e format store name and recall system
 Driarni:. control matrix
 Di-larnil:s and EQ contrc

I Mix -Minus capadilities

+LEvel meters for all Oise -3 and selected inputs

+Thlk3ack
+Macto programming
+\mcice processing presets

+15-c letacter channel lame displays
+Lisa sl m low profile des gn - only 1" ruck!
+T-3ble-lop mounting, no furniture cutouts required

7 +so o- straight conso e options
+GUI cased Autoconfig Setup Tool

Starting at $10K!
he ud ng surface, audio elgine and aucto platform

AEON - the latest innovation from the market leader

actual height
mm nch

20
For more information

10 visit www. klotzdigital.com or call 678-966-9900 DIGITAL



a higher cost than pre -manufactured or modular
systems. Pre -manufactured and modular systems
can provide a practical and functional foundation
at a reasonable cost. They will also likely have a
quicker delivery time.

Making the grade
Any project will have a defined budget for the

furniture. While a top -of -the -line, custom-made
design may be desired, a more cost-effective ap-
proach may be necessary. Melamine, a low-pres-
sure laminate, on particle board is commonly

YOU KNOW WE KNOW RADIO!

fleck it &di
The refined, revamped, and

reconstructed SCMS web site!

Many of you are currently linked to the SCMS site and
it's important to us that your links stay with us!

We'd like to update you on the addresses of
a few of our new pages:

Mid -South Sales:
Bob Mayben
Voice: 877-391-2650
Central Sales:
Bernie O'Brien
Cell: 731-695-1714
West Coast Sales:
Doug Tharp
Sales: 866-673-9267
Mid -West Sales:
Mary Schnelle
Sales: 513-899-3036
South -Atlantic Sales:
Art White
Sales: 770-632-1295
North-East Sales:
Jim Peck
Sales: 315-623-7655
South-West Sales:
Tyler Callis
Sales: 877-699-9151

Home/main page - www.scmsinc.com
Broadcast section -

www.scrosinc.com/SCMSbroadcast.htm
Used Equipment -

www.scrosinc.com/SCMSused.htm
Contacts, personnel -

www .scrnsi nc.com/SCM Scontacts. -itrr
Manufacturers -
www.scmsinc.com/SCMSmanufacturers.htrr

Call: BOB, MIKE, ERNIE or MATT
Toll FREE: 1-800-438-6040

1-704-589-4508
Fax: 1-704-889-4540

E-mail: sales@scrosinc.com
www.scmsinc corn

CORPORATE SALES OFFICE
Pineville, N.C.

Custom furniture designs can incorporate
unique design features. In this case, the
wainscoat treatment on the walls has been
repeated on the furniture legs at WPOZ-FM.

used in budget -minded designs. It provides
reasonable wear.

A step up in cost and wear uses medium -
density fiberboard (MDF) or plywood, with
laminated tops. Edges are typically finished
with plastic molding or wood stripping.
This type of construction is durable and
wears well. High pressure laminates also
increase durability.

Solid -surface countertops have gained pop-
ularity more recently. Often called Corian,
which is but one specific brand from Dupont,
this resin material has stone -like look. Anoth-
er common brand name is Avonite. Large
areas can be covered by several pieces of the
material, and then the seams can be joined to
make it look like a single slab. This material
lasts a long time, and small scratches can be
buffed to preserve the impressive look.

The countertop will see the most weacand
scratches are to be expected. In the case of
laminated surfaces, removing the sc ratches is
not possible, but your choice in color can
minimize their appearance.

The laminate is a plastic layer over colored
paper. The lower layers,which are also paper,
are usually brown. Because of this, lighter
colors tend to hide scratches better that dark
colors. If you prefer a dark color,consider one
with a pattern that will hide the scratches,
such as a veined marble or granite. Once a
color is chosen, ask for a sample of the
material and then conduct your own scratch
test to be sure.

Design options
One of the strengths of modular designs

is that it can usually be rearranged or sup-
plemented to accommodate changing
needs. A design may work well today, but
down the road an additional equipment
turret or rack is needed. A custom design
might require extensive modification. A
modular design may be able to seamlessly
add an section or accessory

18 April 2005 Ranks magazine www.beradio.com



Breaking News
in the Palm of Your Hand

PMD660

.1) a /.11811 ......o

marantz
PROFESSIONAL

.004  inrei-iiimamtir.--,
4 r

L. I.

The Marantz Professional PMD660 is the first
compact solid-state reco-der that fits in the palm of your

hand. When breaking news hits you need to know that you

have a professional hand-held recorder that will provide

high quality digital audio and quickly get the "big stories"
to the newsroom! Virtual Track Mode (VIM) and Copy

Segment features allow on -board editing so you can record

in the field, edit the file and send directly to the station to
hit the next newscast!

 4 hours of uncompressed 48k .way recording
on 2 gig card

 USB direct download
 4 hour battery life (al<aline, NiCAD, NiMH)
 XLR inputs with 48v phantom power
 One -touch record with 2 second audio cache

 On -board editing with Mark Segment for transfer of
customized audio files

 Virtual Track Mode (VTM) allows easy playback of
customized marked points of recording

 EDL markings during record or playback
 No moving parts / no maintenance
 Two Built-in Stereo mics

 Optional RC600 Remote Control available

For more information visit www.d-mpro.com
or call 1-866-405-2154



Resource bulde
lanuiat turers of studio furniture and rat Is

Middle Atlantic Products
973-839-1011

www.middleatlantic.com

MilesTek Inc

Porter Case
800-356-8348

www.portercase.com

Progressive Marketing Products

Solutions Custom Furnishings
562-906-9000

www.solutionscfi.com

Space wise Broadcast Furniture
800-524-7444 800-368-9700 800-775-3660

www.milestek.com www.deltadesigns.com www.spacewise.com

Murphy Studio Furniture RackFrame.Com Studio Technology
619-698-4658 888-214-8363 610-925-2785

www.murphystudiofurniture.com www.rackframe.com www.studiotechnology.com

Nigel B Furniture RAM Systems and Comm. Inc Taytrix
818-769-9824 800-779-7575 201-222-2826

www.nigelb.com www.ramsyscom.com www.taytrix.com

Noren Products Raxxess TBC Consoles
650-322-9500 800-389-RAXX 888-266-2653

www.norenproducts.com www.raxxess.com www.tbcconsoles.com

Omnirax RCI Custom Products Wheatstone
800-332-3393 800-546-4724 252-638-7000

www.omnirax.com www.rcicustom.com www.wheatstone.com

Peerless Industries Signal Transport Winsted
800-729-0307 510-528-6039 800-447-2257

www.peerlessindustries.com sigt.com www.winsted.com

Penn Fabrication SKB Corporation Zero Cases
973-839-7777 800-410-2024 800-416-9025

www.penn-fabrication.com www.skbcases.com www.zerocases.com

How to outwit, out -maneuver and out -perform your competition.

Every Automation Company says they do Voice
Tracking, WANcasting, Satellite Feeds, the basics.
But, does everyone support:

Visit us at NAB, Booth #N1402

 HD Radio (High Definition)
 SPS (Secondary Program Service)
 PAD (Program Associated Data)
 RDS/Datacasting
 Digital Logging
 Audio over IP (e.g. RTSP)
 Streaming/Content Insertion

Sure we know automation, but our expertise just starts there.
What Solutions Are You Looking For?

"Our radio program is syndicated nationally and
we're on seven days a week. which means we
needed a system that was not only stable but
also flexible. I feel like I've seen everything in

the world of music and radio but I've never
worked with a system that's more creative than
Prophet's NexGen. The only mistake you can

make with this system is not using it."
John Tesh
The TeshMedia Group

Work Smart! Buy Prophet.

It takes more than technology to build a station. It requires
individuals with a common vision, working as a team. The
strength of any team rests not only in its people, but in the
companies they work with. That's why our focus is on the
strong relationships we build with our clients. Our expert
team of developers and engineers go beyond the basics to
help you design the perfect broadcast
solution for your station, whether you're
looking for customized broadcast
software, turnkey systems or modular
software options. Check out our
One Stop Online Shop!

PROPHET SYSTEMSinnovations
1-877-774-1010
www.prophetsys.com
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FLEXIBLE A D 0 LIN

for STL, Po I to Poi
0 MU ICAM IISA

of t to iultipoint

For mission -critical audio transmission, nothing beats TEPtivrm and .SuperLinkTM. Both give
you these advantages:

Connect directli to T1 or El transmission lines
Support multiple channels of program audio, data and contact closures
Linear PCM or ancoded audio with multip e algorithms
Streaming audio
Automatic backup via ISDN

A variety of hot-swappable Function Modules lets
you design a sys-em that meets your neeas today,
and then expand it for :omorrow.

When you have audio :o send, TEAM and
SuperLink are the rugc ed. solid and flexible way
to go. Call us, or your MUSICAM USA Distributor.
with your applica-ion requirements.

MUSICAM US

00 0 0 um UMW

-I II °FBI
Supert MI rear panel configured for bi-directional T1
program transmission with automatic ISDN backup.

MUSICAM USA
670 North Beers Street. Bldg. #4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA
732-739-5600
732-739-1818 fax
sales@musicamusa.co11
www.musicamusa.com

MUSICAM USA is the dbia of Corporate Computer Systems, Inc.
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It's no secret that National Public Radio affiliates have been among the most
aggressive in the transition to digital and HD Radio. Along with access to a
depth of material for Tomorrow Radio multichannel services, NPR stations
have ongoing support from its leadership and the Corporation for Public

Broadcasting (CPB). The CPB, a private, non-profit corporation created by
Congress, funds more than 1,000 public radio and TV stations throughout the
United States.

WLRN, a high -power FM operation based in Miami, is the pre-eminent NPR
member station for South Florida. WLRN is a complex organization that reaches
out to the community in variety of ways. A partnership with The Miami Herald,the
region's largest newspaper, provides additional material to the FM station for on-

air news reports from new studios at the Herald, constructed by Harris. WLRN-TV
is a complete TV facility with analog and digital channels,delivering PBS and other
educational programming to local viewers and more than 350 area schools
through 20 ITFS channels.
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NeumannIUSA
wivw.meuriannusa.corn

BC -VI 134 High Resolution
Broaccast Microphone

'chid Of It
As A Stealth
Fighter For
Y(Air Voice

Introdue,ing the 13CM 101

Brodeasi M c from Neumann

Neu -aarm I -as been doing a lot of
listening lately. We've been listeninz to
the radio, and w -tat we've heard is tha:the
world really does need a better broadcast
mic. A much setter one Introducir_g
the first Neumann mic built expres.s.y
for broadcast applications. Our rew
BCM 104 is a condenser mic that can
handle any talent that's thrown at it, ar.d
make t shine. And best of all, it does it at
a prine that's "broadcaster friendly."

Gain tf-e clear advantage - grab the
new Neumann BCM 104, and
whaz a differ riceNeumann can make
for your voice.

The Clioice of 'now Who

313..-ributei Sernheiser
USA: One EnIevprise Dive, Old kirne, CT 06371  Tel 860 434 5220  Fax: 810 LM 3148
:E nada: Te : El/ 426 3013  Fax Ell 426 3953  Latin Zmerica TA. 52 55 56K.C!356- Fax: 52 55 5638 9482
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Where to begin

The radio leadership at the facility began map-
ping its digital radio plans several years ago. The
launch of WLRN's digitally channel two years ago

was a key motivating factor in the acceleration of the radio station's
transition. Management developed plans for the construction of a
new,larger transmitter facility to house analog FM transmitters,and
digital transmitters for radio and TV. A new master control center

for radio and TV, including a refur-
bished FM studio and expanded ter-
minal equipment ear area, was
planned forWLRN headquarters. With
the initial stages successfully corn-
pleted,WLRN-FM is on the air digitally

The radio portion of WLRN's master control center features a Harris PR&E B s4) digital with
analog and digital outputs, allowing the station to broadcast in HD Radio and analog FM.

1-888-SHIVELY
www.shively.con

Visit Shively Lats. at NAB Booth N2(.07.

and prepared to move forward with
Tomorrow Radio services. Harris
provided systems integration servic-
es for the new TV master control; the
digital TV, new analog FM and HD
Radio installations and system de-
sign; and the entire HD Radio equip-
ment package.
The new transmitter building is a

2,500 -square -foot facility housing
three Harris transmitters: Z6HDS dig-
ital IBOC, Z10 analog FM and a Sigma
DTV forTV.The IBOC model replaces
FM tube transmitters with a com-
bined 33kW power output that served
the station well for more than 20
years. The FM transmission core,
antiquated and no longer reliable,

When Buce Biete and Convergent Broadcasting
needed a four -station master -site antenna and

combiner in Corpus Christi ...
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Prime C -band satellite :apac ty, digital system design, and expert field engineers to assist you. To cover the

U.S., Mexico, and the Caricbean. Faraway affi iates, distant stat cns, hard -to -reach areas are all with .r easy

reaci With reliable, log,-C.DS7 solutions, maximum flexibility, and engineering suport 24/7. Wherever you .

wan-. us whenever you need us. -
all NPR Satellite Services at 202513.2626, or visit www.nprss.ogibe-adic

npr
satellite 

services IP

space segment ecuipment uplink services system design engineering support 24x7 customer service
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was 'n dire need of replacement and yet another
motivating factor to speed the digital transition.

A new 1,000 foot tower resides 150 feet from the
old transmitter building. Complete with elevators

and 250 feet higher than the station's previous tower,the additional
height and efficiency allowed for the best possible positioning of
the new FM antenna. Although the station's theoretical coverage
area remains the same,with the new antenna and transmitter,actual

coverage is significantly superior. The
transmitter output is now 7.8kW com-
pared to the previous output of 33kW-
a massive reduction in wasted RF en-
ergy. The carefully planned directional

All three production studios will transition to digital in the near future. This studio features 3
hybrid analog/digital Mackie audio mixer, although the output from the studio remains analog.

antenna, which is central to that trans-
mitter power output reduction, was
designed so as not to waste energy
over the Atlantic Ocean or the Ever-
glades. Combined with new efficien-
cies in electrical power and greatly
reduced maintenance costs for parts
and labor, it all adds up to lower oper-
ational costs.

Other efficiencies have been discov-
ered in the new digital operation. The
extra space afforded by the transmitter
facility design provides additional rev-
enue -generating possibilities. Oversized
air conditioners were added with the
idea of leasing space to accommodate
additional broadcasters. Everything on
the tower has been oversized to ac-
commodate additional transmission

II you believe...that assembling
a radio stucio is as difficult, and
takes as lor g as building the
Great Pyramids..

Customer David Raglin at his ECS Studio

I ,4,1111i
OttEdsAftl MTV"!
SYSTEM DELIVERED BY 8AM...YOU
COULD BE ON -THE -AIR BY NOON!
SAVE TIME AND MONEY WITH OUR
PATENTED TECHNOLOGY.

Visit us in Booth #N4508
at the NAB Convention

Call to schedule a personalized meeting with the
Efron Crew at NAB Booth #N4508 and learn more
about total -package prefabricated studio systems
for everything from large -market radio stations to
Internet radio. We'll also build studio furniture to
suit your existing equipment choices!

info@ofronstudloccom  www.efronstudios.com  Call 702-595-3147
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TT -1
The tiny TOOLS' TT -1 is more than just an ordinary telephone line coupler. The
TT- I is a rack -able compact telephone line powered auto -answer and auto -

disconnect hybrid. The TT -1 utilizes dual -hybrid transformers providing full
duplex audio at a plain old coupler price. We provide a rear panel multi -turn hybrid
NULL trimmer to allow the user to achieve 20 plus db separation figures. TT -1
features include: Front panel Line Seize button; call Drop button; Auto-Answer/TAP

switch; Audio Mute switch; Off -Hook and Ring indicators. The rear panel is
equipped with a RJ-11 jack for the telephone line and a second loop-thru RJ-11
that may be configured to disconnect attached devices when the TT -1 goes off-

hook. Screw terminals are provided for balanced send and caller audio; remote
optically isolated seize and drop functions and one SPDT off -hook dry relay
contacts. The TT -1 may be set on a desktop, mounted on a wall or up to four units
mounted on the RA -1, Rack -Able mounting shelf.

tin TOOLS....,
S.  es vo
- o a

Mtl! Dca

ASIAN
LIMO

The DTD-16 DTMF Tone Decoder
The tiny TOOLS' DTD-16 is a full -featured
DTMF tone/sequence decoder that is user
programmable to decode up to six tone sequences
or a single tone and assign it to any one of four
relays, twelve open collectors and/or the RS -232
serial port. The relays/open collectors may be
programmed to dose for the duration of tone,
pulse immediately after completion of detection,
latch/unlatch or exclusive operation.

Manufactured with
Pride in the USA

tin TOOLS TT -1 Telco Tool
,no,rvilkor

4.110 4.161/0I n.
throa,

Dross oK ova SNEAD RN

The TT -1 Telco Tool
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The DTE-16 DTMF Tone Encoder
The tiny TOOLS' DTE-l6 is a feature rich DTMF
tone/sequence encoder that is user programmable
to encode up to 15 tone sequences or a single tone
via any one of 16 contact closure inputs and/or the
RS -232 serial port. Each input may be programmed
to generate a tone for the duration of the closure or
tone burst immediately on command. A passive
mixing network is provided to mix both the program
and encoder audio if required.

11 nyluclAn VASA

A I r, sr t     
The VAD-2
The tiny TOOLS' VAD-2 is a user programmable
two -input multi -number voice/pager auto dialer
with integrated stereo silence sensor, designec
for dial out paging and/or voice message
notification. Two SPST relays are included for
remote control functions.

More products added monthly. Be sure to check our web site frequently.

rrrrr
IF V T

The STI-11
The ST! II provides a hybrid interface between a single POTS line and a users

PC COM port. The ST111 is equipped with a programmable serial port, allowing

control and monitoring via the users PC application software. This product
makes those remote call -in recordings a snap while eliminating the DTMF

tones. Various LED's, relays, pushbuttons, dipswitches and serial port comprises

the user interface to the ST1 II.

The TS -6 Telephone 6 Six -Line Telephone Call Director
The TeleSwitch Six call director offers a low cost solution to interfacing up

to six telephones lines to almost any hybrid. The TeleSwitch Six is supplied
with one Switch Console and Controller. The units are interconnected via
CAT 5 cable. A total of four Switch Consoles may be attached to the controller:

The TeleSwitch Six is a dual -buss device, meaning that calls can be answered

on the telephone set, while calls are active on the hybrid. With TeleSwitch

Six, lines can be answered, placed on hold (MOH audio input), busied out
and routed to a telephone set and/or hybrid.

The AVR-8 Voice Remote Control
The AVR-8 is a voice remote control system that
automatically reports changes detected on any of its eight
status inputs to a remote telephone and/or pager. After
speaking a greeting message that may identify the source
of the call, the AVR-8 then speaks a unique message for
each status input. The user may customize each factory -
recorded message. Additional features include; four SPDT
control relays, balanced telco audio, access codes, eight
phone numbers per input.

The STA ;11 Smart Telephone Autocoupler Ilr
The SIA III provides the interlace between telt.rhone line and user
equipment. The STA III provides a self -null hybrid with balanced
input and outputs. The STA Ill monitors the telephone line for
CPC calling party control and long dial tone hang up signals.
allowing use behind PBX telephone switches and POTS lines

BROADCAST'tools
Ph: 360.854.9559 . Fax: 360.854.9479

sJpport@broadcasttools.com
www.broadcasttools.com
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traffic. For example, six-inch t -a -isrnission line is
now beir.g used irstead of the tiree-inch lines that
were previously installed. This p-oiides addition-
al capacity in out transmission lines to combine
outside TV anc broadc3ste-s.

NPR and Herald reporters transfer dories
to WLRN over a partitioned T-1 line using
a Harris Intraplex STL-HD system.

Among the more challenging de :isions
in the early design stages was the :hoice
of HD Radio combining method_ The
station opted for high-level corn Aning
This method made the most sense fcr
WLRN from an operational stancpoin:
With a backup transmitter to come in the
future, this method allows WLRN to easily
incorporate its existing Dielectric Avitch-
ingsystem.The Dielectric unit isascecially
designed, motorized RFsystem wilt three

Design ))) Build ))) nstallation

Ran Broadcast Syste-ns builds studios for
most of North America's major -etworks,
group stations, and rews orgarilalions.

Ran offers ccmprehensive stud o cesign,
tatrication, systems iitegration, end
componeits. Put Ram's 35 yea-; cf
expe-ience to work for you:

 St_rdio Cesign 8. Fabrication
 Pre -Wired Systems
 Broadcast Furniture
 Swi:chers
- Metering
 Amolifiers
- Wire Et Cable
- Racks
- Accesso-ies
- Used Equipment
- And More!

Raj() and Television Studios

RAM Broadcast Systems

www.ramsyscom.cor-
800.779.7575
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Coast to coast.
Border to border.
Broadcasters in markets large

and small are switching to the
elegant Rubicon' family of con-
sole control surfaces from Sierra
Automated Systems.

In return, Rubicon's power,
adaptability, and easy -to -use

controls are turninc on hundreds
of DJs, operators, engineers and
programmers across America.

Rubicon, and the versatile new

Rubicon SL, are the primary
user interface of a proprietary
system of audio routing, mixing,
distribution, interccm, IFB, and
automation that we call the
Connected Digital
Network."

At the
network's
hub is the
32KD
digital
router/
mixer,

the proven
performer
in many
hundreds of radio, network, and
film installations around the world.

RIOLink remote I/O router/
mixer now provides stand-alone
or backup mixing in addition to
interconnection frcm the studio to
the central 32KD.

To learn more about why so
many broadcasters are switching
to Rubicon and the Connected
Digital Network, give us a call,
drop us an email, or visit our
booth at NAB.

SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

1.818.840.6749 radio4sasaudio.com

NAB Radio/Audio Hall Bcoth irN-806

TANA3Ce us at 1NHD, Doom ii-INCSUO
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switches that provides an automatic switch -over to
a backup transmittershould it sense a lack of power
output from the main transmitter.

The main consideration in choosing high-level

combining was to maximize the digital signal. High-level com-
bining was selected because it uses the main FM antenna and
has identical radiation characteristics between analog and
digital signals.

In lieu of traditional rowing systems, sources from the talk studio - which often originates live
programming - are hard -wired to the master control console.

0

S

The Measurable Difference
in Precision and Clarity

- -
Z-1

/0

 HDTV Video Coax

 MD Digital Audio Twisted -pair

 Analog Audio Cable

 Fiber and Triax Camera Cable

 Network and Automation Cable

GEPCO
1 Lk\ -11 kiNA 1, INC.

44
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See at N. B. 3oach *7-

WLRN uses several test, measure-
ment and monitoring tools to en-
sure the health and functionality of
the transmission systems. The Har-
ris IBOC transmitter is monitored
by two Bird BPM-1 wattmeter sys-
tems that provide power output
and combiner performance read-
ings. A Belar monitoring system
picks up RF readings from the an-
alog antenna and feeds them to
workstations at the studio and trans-
mitter facility. The performance of
a 67kHz subcarrier that transmits
WLRN's Radio Reading Service pro-
gramming for the visually impaired
is also monitored over this system.
And a Moseley remote control and
monitoring system alerts staff to
other potential problems at the
transmitter facility by monitoring
tower lights and other performance
issues, such as utility power or
standby generator.

r
1

Brand New! 1

1

. ' - . °NJ 1.. .....

DT -90 /
Telephone Controlled --I

Audio Switcher \\ I

4 x 1 Mono Audio Switcher
Also ....

Listen to selected audio on phone I

Control four independent
momentary/latching relays
Built-in mic --- Listen to
remote location

1

Access code
1

Set number of rings

Convenient plug-in terminal strips

LED status indicators
1

Conex reliable ... 1 year warranty

www.conex-electro.com

CONEXENIN11111
1602 Carolina St. P.O.Box 67 Bellingham, WA 98227 I
360-734-4323 FAX 360-676-4822
EMAIL conex@conex-electro com 800-645-1061
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link and manage multiple sites

exchange audio, schedules, logs, text

remote schedule ei voice track

group and network management

link with program providers

get currents, sports, weather, fst more...

New from Arrakis Systems inc, 'Connected Radio' is the complete

solution for audio, schedule, log, and text distribution between

multiple stations, program originators, remote talent, and more. All

that the station provides is a PC with wideband internet access at

each site and Arrakis does the rest. Arrakis 'Connect -ware' soft-

ware at your site automatically uploads files via wideband internet

to Arrakis FTP servers. Connect -ware software at the destination

site(s) automatically queries and downloads files tagged for that

site. No expensive WAN or manual file management is required. If

your site does not have wideband internet access, we will help you

get it from Hughes Network Systems (www.direcway.com) which is

available anywhere in North America at a low monthly cost.

SCE US AT NAB BOOTH- 111129

per month per site only $49
970-461-0730 www. arrakis-systems. corn

TM
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Back at the ranch

The master control center at WLRN headquarters
is dedicated to TV and radio operations. The main
radio console is a Harris PR&E BMX Digital with

analog arid digital outputs.
features 32 inputs and outp
channels can be monitored
Radio Reading Service and

WLRN's Radio Reading Service programming for the visually impaired is transmitted over a
67kHz subcarrier, which is monitored by a Belar RF monitoring system.

The hybrid digital and analog build
uts. The main analog and HD Radio
from the console, as can the station's

live Internet stream. Tomorrow Radio
serviceswill also be monitored through
the BMX Digital. The fact that one staff
member can monitor all of these out-
going sources is another example of a
more efficient workflow environment.

The hybrid nature of the BMX Digital
provides additional flexibility because
any source can be added to any bus.
With this installation,WLRN has moved
away from traditional routingsystems
in favor of a hard -wired approach.
Operational m istakes are vi rtually el im-
inated in this system for a cleaner
on -air broadcast. Patch panels sur-
round the console so engineers can
rearrange hardwired sources using
XLR connectors.

Currently, the station's BMX Digital
sources include six channels of NPR
programming that arrive via satellite
and are sent directly to the console;
three production stud ios;Electro-Voice
microphones; a PC -based Dalet storage
system; the Radio Reading Service; five

OMNIRAK The Engineer's Choice!
BROADCAST FURNITURE NAB 2005 Booth #N1800

Omnirax from Design to Production
 At Omnirax we work together with you from initial design

concept all the way through finished product, ensuring that
your furniture will provide you with years of satisfied use.

 Our strength is forging partnership relations where we can
use our expertise to turn your ideas into reality. We are able
to work to your exacting specifications or provide comprehensive
design services that remove the guesswork from your investment.

 Our CAD/CAM process ensures precision fit and finish,
repeatability, and ease of modification. All of our designs are
rendered in the computer prior to manufacturing. We are able to
make alterations and adjust to your equipment, guaranteeing you
not only get what you want, but exactly what you need.

 We are small enough to give every job the personal
touch, large enough to outfit a complete facility.

 The measure of our success is the achievement
of a synthesis of form, function and ergonomic
comfort.

P. 0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393 415.332.3392
FAX 415.332.2607
www.omnirax.com info@omnirax.com

CAD rendering

KFRC San Franctsco

CAD drawing

Entravision Showcase Studio
Los Angeles, California
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were installed to transmit analog and HD Radio signals.

ISDN lines with Telos )(streams and several playback devices, includ-
ing Sony CD players and Minidiscs. Studio cabinetry for playback
devices and additional furniture was provided by Arrakis. Foam and
spatial tiles were installed for acoustical considerations, although
these will soon be upgraded to address HVAC roise and general
soundproofing.

Behind the curtain
The terminal equipment room,

referred to as the Network Area, is
located next to master control.
Five equipment racks house ra-
dio and TV equipment vital to
daily operations.The radio term i-
nal gear area is basic in its setup.
NPR -provided satellite IRDs re-
ceive and demodulate the NPR
feeds before passing them
through to the studio console for
on -air playback. Sony and Tas-
cam DAT machines and Mini -
discs were added to record cer-
tain programs directly off the sat-
ellite receivers.

Perhaps most important to the
Network Area is the Dalet 33X
audio server and editor storage
system that has its own dedicat-
ed rack with a built-in cooling

system. The Dalet server is the central hub for all
WLRN radio programming. Various WLRN and
Miami Herald studios can receive and record files
directly into the server. These files are later recalled
from the BMX Digital console for playback to air.
WLRN is currently applying software upgrades to

PACKED WITH SO MANY

FEATURES, WE PROBAILY

SHOULD'VE RUN

A BIDDER AD.

The new 3344 professional auck adapter from AudioScicn:el af arc-
fessional broadcast k-atures. Li (e 4 balanced s ereo inraitsierc 4 utputs.
4 retort ;learns anc up to 8 p ry streams, all is MP3. P u: IPPEG Layer 2.
Dolby Aa and linear DCM, pro quality 24 -bit oversampliig CIA3 wheppng
1004 -dB cf dynamic raige with Oast .002% THD+I. Add in air musimiSi1FX"
Multi-Ra e Mixing, TEX- time Xaling and SouldGuard tnr1k9t ic I:age
suppresc rs, along wish drivers for Windows and Linux, aid 4)1I'vE gat a
card than Built for 3roadcast- at a price thats as tinyai -its ad Elicy
more for less. Call us at +1.30;324.5333 or gcoto www.3Ld science co T.

THE CHOICE IS CLEAR
Re al -time 3-D mappi ig, integrated FCC searcies, FCC

fi incs and unlimited technical support are just a few of
the seasons why thousands of customers around the
%Nati trust RadioScft for their frequency mapping,
management and maintenance solutions.

TO -Ind out more about RadioSoft products and
sesvices, contact us today at 1-888-RADI095.

ci/r.dIrJEFO!i 1/11LIANAGEMENT.
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aanc
automate the server. For now,
the files are retrieved manually
by on -air operators.

A redundant Moseley Star -
link SL9003Q digital STL pro-
vides the STL link at 32QAM.
Everything produced at WLRN
is sent through this system to
the transmitter for delivery over
the air. An underground fiber
system using Lightwave Sys-
tems Fibox products sends the
uncompressed digital signal
from the studio into the STL
unit along with the remote con-
trol, Radio Reading Service and
future program -associated data
(PAD). A Black Box Ethernet
extender uses the same fiber
path and feeds a Moseley Lan -
link to interconnect the stu-
dios and transmitter with a
512kb/s Ethernet link, which

-he Ne-work Area featu-es recording and terminal equipment for WLRN's radio and TV
operations. Satellite IRE s receive and demodulate NPR feeds for immediate on -air
playback, while various Sony and Tascam devices record other programs to air at a
later lime.

Equipment List
Arrakis studio furniture
AudiometricsDA16000-B
Belar RF monitoring system
Bird BPM-1
BlonderTongue RF amplifier
BroadcastTools ICM-16/MHI intercom system
Comrex DH2O
Dalet 33X
Dielectric RF switching system
Electro-Voice RE27/ND
ESE ES-161UP
ESE ES-185A/HR
ESE LX5212
Harris Intraplex STL-HD
Harris Neustar
Harris PR&E BMX Digital
Harris PR&E Impulse
Harris rack cabinetry
Harris Z10 FM
Harris Z6HDS
Lightwave Systems Fibox DAT1-SL, IMS-TX
Middle Atlantic IOU
Moseley remote control and monitoring system
Moseley Starlink SL9003Q
Rolls RS 79B
Sony DAT and Minidisc
Sony SLV-N700
Symetrix 528
Symetrix 581
Tascam CD-RW2000
Tascam DA40
Tascam MD-801RMKII
Telos Xstream
Ward -Beck POD -12
WohlerAudioVM-2A

we will use for Tomorrow Radio among other things.
An analog signal is sent via a copper line in parallel
with the digital signal for backup.

WLRN's collaboration with the Miami Herald has
vastly improved the station's news output. Several small
studios with Harris PR&E Impulse audio consoles for
story editing are located at the newspaper's headquar-
ters. NPR and otherorganizational reporters can transfer
stories to WLRN over a partitioned T-1 line using a Harris
Intraplex STLHD system. The Intraplex system has
linearbi-directional audio feeds between WLRN and the
MiamiHerald, separate channels for intercom and data,
and WLRN also sends a return news channel so report-
ers can monitor the feeds. An additional editing suite
with a complete Harris console and furniture package,
ISDN line and microphone will be built soon to further
accommodate the news department.

The line's capacity is currently maximized, and the
station is expanding the system with a backupT-1 line,
adding additional Enhanced Apt -x audio and LAN
paths. Adding the second 1-1 line and new Intraplex
equipment will make the data import and export
much faster.

WLRN has been successful in working with a limited
budget to obtain state-of-the-art equipment for our
digital future. The station's listening audience has
increased as a result of improved services. The next
transitional phases will involve three production
studios that are still analog, along with adding more
redundancy to all facets of the station and the even-
tual launch of secondary audio services. The Net-
work Area is also being expanded with the NPR
Content Depot, although those plans are currently in
the earliest formative stages. StiII,WLRN has come a
long way in a short period of time, and is looking
forward to future growth.

38 April 2005
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Facility Foc s
the technoldrbehind YARN

Moseley Starlink 5L90030
IMO

11111111111

The Starlink used by WLRN is a 950MHz licensed STL with
a 44.1kHz 16 -bit uncompressed linear stereo pair and a
compressed mono channel for reading services for the blind.
The STL is using 32 QAM to convey an aggregate date rate of
1667kp/s in less than 500kHz of spectrum. WLRN engineers
considered using twin 44.IkHz stereo pairs at approxi mately
3Mp/s at 128 QAM, but opted for the configuration described
due to the fact that 32 QAM is considerably more rooust in
hostile RF environs than 128 QAM.

As the Starlink is a modular system future plans include
adding the Moseley Starlink six -port mux with LAN option.
This will allow the station to convey NPR's Tomorrow Radio
programming on its existing 950MHz license.

www.moseleysb.com
805-9611-9621

4 4I .

What is the

Facility

Focus?
The Facility Focus providesan up -

close look at the technology in use
at the facilities featured in Radio
magazine Facility Showcase articles.
The highlighted manufacturersare leaders in the indus-
try, and the Facility Focus allows them to showcase their
products and services.

Turn to the Facility Focus for the insight on today's
leading products and services in use in the top radio
facilities.

Dectro-voice RE27N/D
This professional -quality dynamic cardioid

microphone isdesigned for broadcast announc-
ing and voice-over applications. The RE27N/D
utilizes a revolutionary neodymium -alloy mag-

net and a reinforced diaphragm dome, a combi-
nation offering increased sensitivity (up to 6dB
more output), undistorted output at high sound
pressure levels and an extended high -frequency
response. The exceptional sensitivity, excellent
transient response and inherently low noise of
the dynanic transducer combine to ensure a
superiors gnal-to-noise ratio, easily comparable
to the fine: t condensercardioid microphones. A

highly effectve hum -bucking coil is used to atten-
uate hum from lighting and other sources. The

R 27N/D's continuously Variable -D design reduces proxim-
ity effect to maintain a uniform low -frequency response.Two
bass roll -off switches offer a sharp low -frequency cut at
200Hz or a gentle roll -off. A third switch is ava ilable to reduce
the high -frequency treble boost.

www.electrovoice.com
800-392-3497

I
Belar Digital Wizard System

WLRN uses several products to analyze modulation.
 FMMA-1"The

Wizard" is a mi-
croprocessor
controlled, dig-
ital baseband FM modulation monitor/analyzer that also
acts as the host for the other Wizard family units enabling
LAN/WAN remote monitoring and control with the Wizard
for Windows software.

 The FMSA-1 is a DSP-based, microprocessor -controlled,
FM stereo modulation monitor/analyzer.

The RFA-4 frequency -agile FM RF amplifier is a micropro-
cessor -controlled, tunable RF amplifier designed for use
with Belar's complete line of FM monitors.

 The RDS-1 is a fully featured RDS/RBDS monitor and
decoder that incorporates the U.S.and European standards.

 The FMRR-4 frequency -agile FM rebroadcast receiver is
a microprocessor-controlled,tunable receiver designed for
rebroadcasting and other applications that require accu-
rate FM reception and composite output.

www.belar.com
610-687-5550
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By Richard Schrag

Revamping San Francisco's
KQED Public Radio

When the most -listened -to public radio station in the
country upgrades to all -digital production, you can
be certain that it will not be a timid or hesitant move.

On the col itrarywhen faced with asignificant equipment overhaul
KQED Public Radio in San Francisco decided to seize the oppor-
tunity to also make major acoustical and architectural improve-
ments to their facility at the same time. The resulting project has
transformed the station in several ways, increasing the quality and
capacity of the station's operation.

KQED Public Radio, founded in 1969 and co -located with one

of the country's first public TV stations, has been an all -news and
information service since 1987. Its award -winning production
efforts include local news and public affairs commentary, a two-
hour daily talk show, the California Report, Pacific Time, and its
monthly radio documentary series Hot Soup. This amount of local
content origination requires formidable production capabilities
and day-to-day flexibility in how those resources are deployed.

The facility upgrade meant more than just installing new equip-
ment.The station realized that it had a one-time opportunity to make
improvements to several aspects of its operation, not just the

40 April 2005 Radfo magazine www.beradio.com



obvious audio and broadcast chains. Efforts were made to capital-
ize on all potential destinations forstation programming, including
theWeb and otherdistribution media. In addition,the staff knew that
unless the physical space was upgraded along with the equipment,
they would soon wish they had more and better rooms.

Knowing that under those circumstances careful planning and
predictable resultswould be key to the success of the project, KQED
hired Dallas -based Russ Berger Design Group (RBDG), a design and
consulting firm with extensive experience in recording and broad-
cast facilities,especially public radio.

Don't Gamble with Your Signal

Improve Your Odds with The ERI

Advantagel

Choosing ER w -sh our dedication to Quality
and Innovation coupled with the Synergy
achieved thrDugh a complete ERI broadcast
system gives you The ERI Advantage.

rEL ECTRONIC., RESEARCH, INC.A

Your Single Soarer fo- Broadcast Solutions-

rr-Cis/
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Improving,
KQED worked with RBDG to develop a design that

would add a new master control and talk studio
suite with two edit booths, and also allow improve-
ments to the acoustics and interior architecture of
all the existing technical spaces.

The power of three phases
All of this had to be accomplished as a renova-

tion in place, within the confines of the existing
building and within the space allocated to
the radio station. To do so while keeping the

Looking for a new Digital Audio System"' Why not try the

INNOVATOR

-

ell Ile as
OMT Technologies has always had a reputation for

developing innovative products for the radio industry
We pnde ourselves on being the first for so many new
digital automation technologies and wit continue to
give our clients the tools they need to take on the
future of radio

Ron Paley - Founder, OMT Technologies

e.
/I rut RI

Broadcast Automation Software

Innovation has been the trademark for OMT since
1984. with an impressive list industry firsts that
have set the stage for the future of broadcast solutions

iMediaTouch features:
 Non-proprietary hardware use any audio card any PC
- Supports MP2. MP3 PCM WMA and Dolby AC31
- Live Assist Satellite or Full Automation
- Complete website integration with XML or HTML output
- On -Air Promo builder for on the fly promos
- CD Ripper and compete production tools for automation
- On -Air studio or Production studio Voicetraclong
- On -Air Phone bit editor with full production capabilitiec
- RDS & HD Radio ready

From being the only true non-pinprietary broadcast automation system. to our #1 selling digital logger and our
award winning intemet streaming software our Media product lines provide innovative choices for your radio
group or station

Find out why over 1000 radio stations and the top consumer music providers all chose OMT products

The Original. The Sid The Innovelor.

To find out more. call us Toll Free 888 665 0501 or visit www.imediatouch.com

.e4005.
, ho,,
feature andprodoofs

operation on the air without interruption, the construction was
divided into three phases.

It's impossible to renovate in place without a lot of disruption,but
one way to make it tolerable is to phase the construction so that one
room isn't decommissioned until its replacement has been com-
pleted. In this case, KQED was able to vacate an area of office
workstations large enough to create the new master control suite.
Those rooms comprised the first phase of the construction. Once
the new rooms were completed, it was possible to have all the
master control functions originate from those spaces, which freed
the existing rooms for their turn at the renovation. Construction in

the other spaces was also split into two
phases so that the station was never without
adequate production studios.

The renovation of the existing technical
spaces was an opportunity to make acous-
tical and architectural improvements along
with the equipment upgrade. It was decided
to not change the things that would have
been prohibitively expensive to modify, and
RBDG agreed with KQED that the basic sound
isolation construction and the mechanical
and electrical systems already worked fine
for the station.

Acoustic vs. seismic
thu new master control suite, room -to -

room sound isolation was imperative. Be-

cause KQED is located on the upper floor of
a multi -story building that also has under-
ground parking, acoustical isolation from the
building structure was essential, and necessi-
tated the use of floating floors and other
special room construction techniques. The
new acoustically sensitive rooms were de-
signed with completely isolated walls sup-
ported from the floating floors, and indepen-
dently isolated acoustical barrier ceilings.

The goal of keeping the technical rooms
floating, however, presented an engineering
challenge to the design team because it had
to be accomplished while also satisfying San
Francisco's strict requirements for seismic
control. Developing details that maintain the
essential acoustical isolation while creating a
structure that will be safe in an earthquake was
a careful balancing act.
The seismic requirements for the new

construction were at odds with what RBDG
wanted to accomplish acoustically. RBDG
wanted the rooms to completely float from
the building, but the structural engineer
wanted the rooms to be firmly tied down so
they wouldn't hop around in case of an
earthquake. The design team had to create
a series of specialized details for limiting the
movement of those individual construc-
tion components without negating the
acoustic benefits. The design team found
that it's possible to satisfy both interests
simultaneously, but it's not easy
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ZERO to 20,000
LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA

AND COUNTING

Whei our clients say they need our cases to withstand "extreme
conc itions" - they -nean it. From the hottest heat, the coldest
cold. End the deepest of depths, ZERO cases and enclosures
prov de unparalleled protection for their cargo - no matter
whe-e the voyage takes them.

ZERO. Unparalleled Protection.

www.zerocases.com 1 -800 -500 -ZERO (9376)



and here...
WCBS NewsRadio

New York, NY

StudioHub+
connects the

Klotz Digital Vadis

platform with

Prophet Digital

Delivery in

7 studios.

StudioHub+
and here...

Radio Free Europe

Washington,DC

StudioHub+
connects the

Klotz Digital Vadis

platform with D.A.V.I.D

Digital Delivery

in 4 studios.

I

VIOZPN/World Café

Ptqadelphia, PA

StudioHub+
connects the Logitek

Numix consoles

with RCS Digital

Delivery in 7 studios.

is here.  
and here...

it

WTOP Radio

Washington,DC

StudioHub+
connects Pacific

Recorders' VistaMax

consoles with ENCO

digital delivery in
3 studios.



and hpr

Nassau

Broadcasting
Southern New Hampshire

StudioHub+

connects

Radio Systems'

Millenium Consoles

to Scott Studios'
Digital Delivery

in 9 studios.

working in these prestigious broadcast
facilities and hundreds of others
across the country.

WI P News

Talk Radio
Philadelphia, PA

StudioHub+
connects SAS

Rubicon surfaces

and 32KD switcher

with BE AudioVault

in 8 studios.

and here...

StudioHub+
is the CAT -5 shielded wiring solution
for plug -and -play connectivity
of every analog or digital device in your
facility. Save time and money on and make
your next installation fully digital -
ready with StudioHub+.
Call today for
a free
custom
configuration and
a certified installer in
your area.

Studio
manufactured by

Radio Systems, Inc.

6oi Heron Drive, Logan Township, NJ 08085

phore: (856) 467-8000 Fax:(856) 467-3044

ww)A.radiosystems.com

XM Satellite
Radio

Washington, DC

StudioHub+

connects the Klotz

Digital vadis

platform with Dalet

digital delivery in

8o+ studios.

KRCW Radio

Santa Monica, CA

StudioHub+

connects the Klotz

Digita, Vadis platform

with Dalet Digital

Delivery in 7 studios.



Ultimate y, steel components were anchored to
the post -tensioned structural slab to constrain the
floating floors without touching them. In addition,
the walls were anchored to the floating floors with

additional bracing to make them structurallystable. Dan Mansergh,
director of engineering of KQED Public Radio calls it a "complex
puzzle" During the project, the contractors worked around the
station's production schedules, but working on the slabs right next

to rooms that were on the air proved to be

RaTips and handrails at the floating floors be.:ame a design feature fa the master
control entrance.

a challenge for both sides.

Interior design
RBDG provided architectural, acoustical

and interior design for the project. One goal
was to take advantage of the building's
exterior windows to bring daylight into the
new technical spaces, and to upgrade the
existing control rooms and studios to make
them a more comfortable and pleasant
work environment.

The existing control rooms and studios
were situated off a long, claustrophobic inte-
rior corridor with no daylight. There was an
open office area nearby that could be con-
nected technically and architecturally to the
older rooms, without requiring much demo-
lition. Shuffling some offices around made
the phased construction possible.

Because the new master control suite had
floating floors built on top of the building's
structural slab, a series of ramps and hand-
rails were required for wheelchair accessi-
bility from the surrounding office areas.

Since 1979 Mager Systems,
Inc. has been custom
designing and fabricaing
award winning furniture for
the broadcast industry
nationwide. We are st,11 the
innovators and leaders in
solid surface tops and
applications which comes
with a 10 -year warranty.
Our complete one -stop -
shop includes installation,
turnkey prewiring,
switches and
components,conference
rooms, reception desks, and
office furniture. Our blending
of art form with cutting edge
techniques, and a clear
understanding of each
client's application allows us
to produce your showplace
tailored to your budget.

See us at NAB, Booth #N1231

FP

TB.: 623-780-0045

FAX: 623-780-9860

mager@magersystems.com
www.magersystems.com

Visit our website for more information
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Crown FM 4000
I Big th ngs do come in small p.dceges!
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 3 -year warranty
 Total unit weight under 30C lbs
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RBDG selected gainless steel components that-
along with accent lighting, special wall finishes, and
coffered ceilings-make the entry a focal point,
creating a place for visitors to view the technical
rooms while they are in operation.

Within the master control room, a circular ceiling

element is juxtaposed with the angular geometry of the room, and
allows indirect lighting to supplement the task lighting on the
equipment surfaces. The adjacent talk studio inversely mirrors the
round ceiling element. Cork flooring and custom acoustical wall
treatments, along with new custom console furniture, are elements
that also extend to the renovated rooms to ensure continuity of

design throughout the technical
plant. These unique approaches
to design helped create an identi-
fiable aesthetic for the technical
spaces that remains compatible
with the rest of the facility

Thc. rn et r rnn frni rnn-n fiats eir rt I I m roiling element to contrast the angular geometry of room

Working the room
Mansergh knew that acoustical

performance, particularly the
sound of the rooms, is often a
secondary consideration in a fa-
cility upgrade, but early on he
made it a top priority for RBDG's
design efforts. He wanted the
studios to sound comfortable to
the audience, and also to feel
comfortable for the on -air talent
and guests.

"Comfort and proper ergonom-
ic design are essential in any fa-
cility, and they have as much to
do with the function of the rooms
as they do with aesthetics and
creature comforts,"said Russ Berg-
er,president of RBDG. "The layout
of the consoles and equipment is
critical to the acoustics within the
rooms, so that can dramatically
change the on -air sound. But
when the occupants are in a com-
fortable setting-which includes
the acoustics, aesthetics, tempera-
ture, lighting, furniture, and finish
materials-they'll do betterwork"

That same philosophy extends
to the efficiency of the layout and
the operational workflow. One
design goal was to keep the new
master control suite close to the
existing central equipment room,
just as the existing production
rooms had been. That space
houses nearly two dozen equip-
ment racks to allow technical per-
sonnel immediate access to the
broadcast equipment and to af-
ford KQED expansion capabili-
ties for their technical hub.

Even though the new master
control room is designed as the
primary on -air suite, each of the
production rooms has the capa-
bility of becoming the nexus of a
second program stream, or more
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Art meets technology in the latest digital
console from Logitek. Like its namesake, the

Mosaic uses individual pieces (modules) to
make up a work of art for your facility.

The Fader module contains all controls for
two input channels. Narrow and wide
Softkey modules supply user programmable
buttons for extensive machine and router
control. The Monitor module has dedicated
source and gain controls for a speaker and
two headphone outputs as well as intercom
controls. Narrow and wide Meter bridges
are equipped with an LED high resolution
meter as well as user configurable LCD
screens for display of auxiliary meters, clock,

timers, talk delay or user graphics.

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

5622 Edgemoor  Houston, TX 77081 USA

713.664.4470 1.800.231.5870

© 2005 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
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 Multiple frame sizes allow configuration of systems ranging from

2 to 24 faders

 '6 -character names allow clear and complete source
iJentification for 'ader and meter inputs

 Full color LCD sc-eens-at least cne on each module-provide
meters, clocks, timers, delay information, text messages,
downloaded bitmaps, etc.

 Programmable backlight colors in ON/OFF buttons alert users to
operational conditions or seoarate faders by source type

 Dedicated LCD screen and controls above each fader give local
access to all char nel functions

The Mosaic is available now.
Fcr more information, contact us tcday.

www.logitekaudio.com
Mfo@logitekaudio.com

Logitek
Console Router Systems



horn* Ian
likely allowing multiple rooms to hand off control
throughout the course of the broadcast day.

Equipment upgrades
Changes to the rooms and their finishes were

certainly not the only component of the facility
upgrade. The project involved a significant degree
of technical equipment improvements aswell. New
Studer On Air 2000M2 digital mixers were intro-
duced as part of each phase.

The newest generation of on -air consoles can

store settings as presets or assign them to a particular show
configuration. No matter what kind of production was in theroom
just before or who was working it, when the engineer sits down
it only takes a few keystrokes to bring the console back to theway
they expect it to be. That improves their comfort level along with
their efficiency.

The new equipment complement includes a Dalet Digital Media
Systems broadcast automation and news production database
system, running on 10 IBM XSeries Eservers and a FastT200 SAN
storage system and networked with nearly 70 workstations through-
out the facility. A Sierra Automated Systems 32KD 256x256 digital

audio network handles the audio routing.
All the new and renovated production
rooms have Genelec monitoring systems.Product Showcase

41'- Sine Systems

Model RFC -1/B Remote Facilites Controller
 control transmiter from any telephone
 8-64 channels of telemetry and control
 programmable control by date and time

optional printer and modem adapters
 programmable telemetry alarms

integrated rack panel

615 228 3500
www socc,y,tems corn

A Rectifier To Fit
Your 4--tvcA

Transm*er
No matter
what transmitter
you own, we can
provide quality
rectifiers from stock.
We have a reliable.
cost-effective solution to
meet the requiements of
most AM and FM transmitters
built since the 1950s at prices
better than the manufacturers'.

Rectifier Upgrades Available
Same Day Shipments

www.rectifiers.com
800-649-6310

-NC
872B

Equipment
List

ftu ioJechnica AT6358
ftu -orl spread -spectrum E-1
Pao fffit X P4000
ftiVF a Jdio punchblocks
/INF CA5110 audio cable
ANT Mosaic jackfields
Da.et Dalet Plus and Dalet 5.1
DEO: DDP Plus
De-som 770R
De-som 78OR
Delo. DN-961 FA

DN-M991 R
C i"onNM-250
E eiro-Voice RE -20
E e:tro-Voice RE -50
Ce-iel:_-c 1029
Ceiel:-_,c 1031
Ceielx 8040
1-a-ris CD Link
Fa -ris furniture
F -F- B CDR850 Plus
1-1- B MDP500 Portadisc
lrtrapiex Audio Link Plus
Irtrapiex STL Plus
Lox gv edv KVM extenders
Ma -anti PMD670
CrhanOptimod-IM 8200
CriianOptimod-IM 8400HD
Sacie 4-96 DAW

32000 intercom

So -y CDP-D12
So--yCER-W66
So -y MDS-E12
So' PCM-R500
StiderA810
StitbrOn Air 2000M2
Srletrir Airtools 6100
TeciniusSP10
Telos 2101
Telas Delta 100
Tek,s Ore
TE los )(stream
Wa-d-3eck Serialboxx
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HD RADIO?

I'M GOING WITH

MOSELEY.
My challenge is to make the right STL
choice for today, as well as for tomorrow.

With Moseley, it's no problem.
Check out their Starlink SL9003Q-

2SLAN, the first STL to provide AES digital
audio and Ethernet data over the traditional
950 MHz band.

Or add a bi-direc-
tional Ethernet LAN
extension and serial
data link to a new
or existing STL with
the license -free 900
MHz Lanlink 900D.

For T1 lines or
license -free 5.8 GHz
links, the Starlink
SL9003T1 STL/TSL
transports bi-direc-
tional AES digital audio, Ethernet LAN
extension, remote control, and telephones.

Your best connection to the future is
a smart STL choice today. Take it from
me, Moseley will insure that your station
is ready for HD Radio and the new digital
services of tomorrow.

Give the digital STL experts at Moseley
a call for more details.

Dave Chancey 805 968 9621

Bill Gould 978 373 6303

www.moseleysb.com
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Teamwork

Efficient planning and exemplary co-
operation between the design team and
construction team kept the project on
schedule. GCI, the project's construction
management firm, was charged with exe-
cuting the details of the technical spaces
while working around the existing station
operations. Harris Pacific provided the
technical furniture, and National Tele-
consultants was chosen to assist with
the technical systems design.

The old rooms had to remain opera-
tional while the new ones were built, and
people were moved into the new rooms
gradually. For part of the time the station
had duplicate systems running. Some
production was done on tape in one
room while the digital systems were
already up and running in the room
across the hall.

This move couldn't have been pulled
off if KQED hadn't thought through each
step and devoted the kind of planning
and teamwork that was necessary to make
it happen.

The new master control suite was built right next to the -...xistkig technical spaces, but an
entrance area was created to give it a unique identity.

Series
110

$9,999

Powerful Automation from BSI
Free syste

upgrades
available

need

Purchase a system from BSI with the confidence that you're buying years of research into what makes an automation and hard -
disk play out system reliable, powerful and versatile. Dell Computers with 3-year on -site warranty, professional AudioScience
multi -output sound cards and BSI software make a great combination.

Our team of broadcast professionals installs and configures your system so that everything is ready to run out of the box. We
include telephone training to help you get started, and the Series 110 comes with a full year of standard telephone support and
software upgrades. For added peace of mind, software mirroring synchronizes your machines, so that changes made on one
computer are reflected on the other.

BSI systems are used in stations across the US and around the world.

Thousands of users have discovered how easy and versatile
BSI software really is. Test and try before you buy.

-11r- 'T;
Broadcast Solt are International 1925 Bak) Hill Road. Suite A. Eugene. OR 974(6
Wws.1)shisa.eurn 888 -BSI -ESA! (888-274-8721) infra b i isa.cotn

Para el espaliol. Ramada Felipe Chavez. Distribuider de Iis E.E.U.U.
(916) 368-6332 fehavez'a oinnetlianet.e'un

A
ISSN
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The be
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bes

"I've been involved with RCS since WCOZ in 1980. They keep
reinventing themselves yet are always user friendly. I consider
RCS an essential part of what makes a radio station tick!"

John Sebastian, Director of Programming
95.5 THE WOLF, Nashville

Music Scheduling

Sound Software
www rcsworks com



A window into the master control room and a glass part.' in the ;Ai' booth door allay tt ur; to
observe the operation without disturbing the production staff.

The result
After a $70 million fundraising cam-

paign spanning five years, and a con-
struction and installation project that
was ongoing for half that time, KQED
has more than 3,000 square feet of
renovated broadcast space. What the
station gained in the bargain is a facility
that is much more future -proof than the
one they started with-one that antici-
pates a variety of broadcast and non -
broadcast program outlets that are just
now on the horizon. They also have a
facility with architecture and acoustics
that match the capabilities of their new
digital electronics. Thanks to KQED
Public Radio's foresight and commit-
ment to an excellent facility, it is likely
that its status as the most -listened -to
public radio station in the country is
quite secure.

Schrag is design principal for acoustics
with Russ Berger Design Group in
Addison, TX.

Photos courtesy Russ Berger Design Group.

NEW DIGILINK SATELLITE AUTOMPTION..* .11191111
. A BUSINESS AND TeCFfNOLOGY 'SOLLTION' mil

FREE System configuration...
send us your approved PCs and pe wii load software, con-
figure, and network test your PCs. ThE is a free ser.iice is
the Xtreme 'Solutions' program.

FREE Factory training...
Arrakis maintains training studios n its :orporate headquar
ters in Fort Co lins, Colorado. The Arrak s Xtreme 'SolJtions'
program provides free training at its studios in Fat Collins
Come visit o.ir beautiful facility nestled h the foothills of the
Rocky Mountaiis and enjoy the arsa's "king, bising, skiing
canoeing and cther recreational

FREE Telephone support ..

the Xtreme 'Solution' provides soplistia-ted support for sta-
tion personnel by phone, email, web, and other electronic
means. Training, maintenance, repairs, and routine suppor
are providec f-ee of charge with n the Xtreme 'Solutions
program during business days and hours.

970-461-0730 www.ar-akis-systems.corr

come see us at
NAB booth

# N1122

ik 1100 PER r(1°NIFF .r""N"'FA 111
powerful Windows
PC software for live
air, automation,
scheduling, and
production

k,
maga

liroll_......iii. NO DOWI 1:1,'KENT

11:=71.. RETURN AT OS' TIME

i-FREE FACTORY TRAINING

FREE 1-44.D60142C SUPPORT
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SANITIZED FOR YOUR PROTECTION

SOME 1.NORDS SHOU_D BE OBSCENE AND NOT HEARD.

Eventide Broadcas: De lays are designed to keep
profanity off your 3 r and angry lis-ners, embarrassed
advertisers and the FC: off your bact. We invented the
obwenity delay and h.,ve a solution for stations large
an: small that provides up to 81:1 seconds of the
hig lest quality, revenue- and license -protecting delay.

Our new HD compatible BD600 2 -L -bit de ay comes
standard with AES/EBL and provide up to EIC seconds
of memory - twice as much as othe- delays. -here are
full,' adjustable Cela; and Dump functions, and a
Sneeze function which 'edits" audio entering the delay,
allowing the host to sieeze, cougi or mak a short
comment without bein: heard on a L

The BD600 offers tvm different methods of delay
bui dup and reduct onc Eventide's :atented :atch-up

and ca:ch-down system and an exclusive fast -entry -
and -ex t feature which allows starting a broadcast
with the delay already built up to a safe amount and
ending it with a rapid reduction of delay.

For HD the BD600 offers Precision Delay mode which
allows the delay to be adjusted in 100 nanosecond
increments, useful for synchronizing the analog signal
with the digital sigral for HD broadcast installations.

Whatever your size, whatever your format, you
can't expect to protect the integrity of your air and the
foundation of yoi..r business without an Eventide

Broadcast Delay in your rack.

HD COMPATIBLE

Eventide®
Eventide is a registered trademark of Eventide Inc. - 2005 Eventide Inc.



Field Report

Audio-Technica AT2020
By Marshall Rice

e nneville International Cluster in St.
Louis recently consolidated its fourstations,
heritage country WIL, modern A/C WVRV,
smooth jazz WSSM and adult standards
WRTH-AM. We built a new facility that
incorporates a performance studio and also
gave us access to a 144 -seat auditorium
within the surrounding office complex.

Our move into the new
facility expanded the en-
gineering departments'
responsibilities.The engi-
neering department is
now called on to perform
many different and chal-
lenging tasks by the vari-
ous formats including live
remote broadcasts, in -stu-
dio performances by
guest artists, performanc-
es by competing bands in
local contests, perfor-
mances of guest artists at
remotes and recording of
performances.
While sound recording

and PA mixing are not
our primary mission, we
are in a unique

Performance at a glance
Rugged construction

High SPL handling (144dB)

Wide dynamic range (124dB)

Fixed cardioid polar pattern

Extended frequency response (20Hz to 20kHz)
Low cost

position to provide this extra support for
the radio stations and must maintain an
abundance of quality microphones and
ancillary equipment for use in all these
situations. I am always on the lookout for a
good quality microphone at reasonable
cost to send to these events and I was eager
to evaluate the newest addition to the
Audio-Technica line-up, the AT2020.

At first I was concerned about the low cost of this
microphone. My previous experience with low cost con-
denser microphones had not been positive, so my expec-
tations were not high when I began the evaluation. I was
pleasantly surprised by the performance of this micro-
phone. The AT2020 is a large -diaphragm, side -address
condenser microphone with a fixed cardioid polar pattern.
It has an extended frequency response of 20Hz to 20kHz.
The output impedance is 10011 via a three -pin XLR male
connector. It is well constructed, compact in size and
lightweight. It requires 48Vdc phantom power, which is
usually supplied by a mixing console or by a separate in -

line power supply. Included accessories are the stand
mount fors/8"-27 threaded stands, a5/e-27 to 3/s"-16 thread-
ed adapter and a soft pouch.

In the studio the mic demonstrates a smooth linear
frequency response with a crispness and clarity in the
upper frequency range common to other Audio-Techni-
ca microphones, yet the AT2020 displayed a more pro-
nounced low end than other Audio Technica mics, the
AT4033 in particularThe lightweight design allows the mic
to be easily mounted on a studio boom with the included
pivoting stand mount. A shock mount is also available.The
compact size of the mic does not interfere with any sight
lines. With the cooperation of a local voice-over talent, I
compared the AT2020 with a Rode NT -1000 and a Neu-
mann U-87 in a real studio environment.

The AT2020 had a much more pronounced and clearer
high end than the NT -1000 and was less boomy on the low
endlbe mic was more forgiving on placement and worked
well even when close miked. In comparison with the U-87,
the AT2020 was not nearly as flat or transparent,and did not
have the same natural and open feel as the U-87, but the
AT2020 handled plosives and pops that overloaded the U-
87 and the NT-1000.The voice-over talent could not over-
drive the AT2020 even by speaking extremely loud.

Looking good
For me,two drawbacks of the mic are its lack of pattern

switches and more importantly is the absence of a roll -off
filter, that limits its usefulness in some circumstances. I
preferred the sound of the AT2020 to that of the NT -1000
and was especially impressed with its dynamic range.The
AT2020 is easy to work with and much more forgiving
than the other two microphones. The AT2020 micro-
phone would be a good choice for less experienced or
non-professional announcers.

During the evaluation, I tested it in a live PA situation with
a popular country singer. We were presenting this singer
in our auditorium and recording the concert for later use
on -air. I used the AT2020 to mic the performers' acoustic
guitar. I generally try to separately mic acoustic guitars in
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Leading POTS Codecs Compared.

Audio Bandwidth P 24 kbps
Oil 19 kbps

Direct Internet Software Updates

Digital PC Audio Input

Loma'

14 kHz
11.1 kliz

'Heinle Commander

15 kilt
9 kHz

Zephyr Xport

15 kHz
IS kHz

iX0 No Yes, via Ethernet port

So No Yes, via Ethernet port
and supplied driver

Audio Metering (XMIT/RCV) Transmit only One -at -a -time Simultaneous

Audio Processing None Simple AGC Digital multi -hand AGE with
look -ahead limiter by (Imola

Remote Control No RS -232 and dedicated computer Ethernet via Web browser

Auto Ina! Storage 19 Nambers 50 Numbers 100 Numbers

Frequently -Used Settings Storage num none 30

Standards -based POTS Coder No - Proprietary No - Proprietary Yes - aacPlus (MPEG HEAAC)

RansmIt-Receive Quality Display No Yes Yes

Contact Closures 2 2 :1

Display Resolution I20x32 LCD 120x32 LCD 128x64 ICI)

Analog Cell Phone Interface Optional Standard Standard

Mixer Inputs I mic. 1 mic / line 2 mic / line I mic, I line

Phantom Fusser No Yes - 12 s011

Automatic Voice -Grade Backup No No Yes

Power Supply Ex:et-Thal External Internal auto- swilchin

Local Mix Audio Outputs
Headphone Yes Yes Yes

Line Level Yes No Ye,

Direct Receive Audio Output No Yes Sc,

Uses ISDN at the Studio Side for No No Yes - your Zephyr Xstream
becomes universal POTS

and ISDN coder.
More Reliable Connections

Available ISDN Option 5850.00 (adds MPEG Li & G.722) $850.00 (adds 6.722) $495.00 (adds G.722 & stale -of -
the -art AA(: -1.11) for

high fidelity and loss delay)

List Price:* $3,700.00 $3,650.00 62,495.00

The world's most advanced POTS codec
is also the world's lowest priced POTS codec.

AUDIO I NETWORKS

 Refers to base MSRP without ISDN option as of 5/1/04 The Tlos logo. Zephyr. Zephyr %stream. Zephyr Xport are all registered trademarks of TLS Corporation. 2004 aacPlus (TM) Coding Technologies
Comrer. Tieline and associated trademarks are properly of their respective owners Product spefications quoted from manufacturers most cur nt published documentation at time of panting



Field Report

addition to using the built-in pickup on the
guitar itself. By miking the guitar separate
from the pickup I can get a richer, fuller
sound from the entire instrument, not just
the sound of the strings. I placed the mic

the mic suited this application well, limiting the pickup of
off axis sounds and preventing feedback. The high SPL
handling and wide dynamic range allowed me to capture
the percussive sounds of the pick on the strings without
overloading. The extended frequency response captured

the full tonal qualities
of the strings and body
with little EQ. I was
surprised at how well
it performed in thisap-
plication.With its wide
frequency response,
high SPL handling and
cardioid pattern, a pair
of these mics would
also work well as a
stereo overhead mic
set. Due to its low cost
you won't mind tak-
ing it out of the studio
for mobile work.
Overall, the perfor-

mance of this mic compares well to other much more
expensive condenser microphones. It will not replace a
high -end condenser microphone, but on a cost vs. perfor-
mance basis it is tough to beat. This microphone would be
ideal for a home studio or entry-level use and it is well
suited to mobile recording environments. It is a good

choice for remote broadcasts where qual-
ity sound is required and you don't want
to risk a more expensive microphone. A
windscreen is available for this mic but it
wasn't needed on any of my tests.

Polar Pattern

u. fi.l14.00k IFSita0

Frequency Response

a

The frequency response and pick-up pattern of the AT2020.

slightly up the neck and pointing toward
the sound hole to capture the dynamics of
the performance. The cardioid pattern of

1111Acoustics First
Cutting Wedge°

IMPIPPIMPRIENPW.

CW2K

OTHER FOAMS DON'T STACK UP!
Materials to Control Sound and Eliminate Noise"

.

Toll Free 1-888-765-2900
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

4

Rice is engineering director of the St. Louis
Radio Group of Bonneville International,
St. Louis.

Audio-Technica

P

F

E

330-686-2600

330-686-0719

www.audio-technica.com

pro@atus.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive
Radio magazine feature for radio broadcast-
ers. Each report is prepared by well -qualified
staff at a radio station, production facility or
consulting company.

These reports are performed by the indus-
try, for the industry. Manufacturer support is
limited to providing loan equipment and to
aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to
publish the results of any device tested,
positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disapproval
by Radio magazine.
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Introducing
Optimod-FM 8500

grban's industry -leading
all -digital 8500 offers

eMents: twice the sample
.the DSP horsepower, and
,Radio /digital radio/netcast

eig with 20 kHz bandwidth.

s competitive sound takes
version 3.0 sonics to the next
. The 8500 will import and run any
 preset, so anyone with carefully

stomized 8400.user presets can
'Upgrade to the 8500 without missing
a beat. For HD Radio btoadcasters, a
built-in, defeatable 8 -second analog -
channel delay lets ytiu use the 8500's
built-in stereo generator and patented
"Half -Cosine Interpolation" composite
limiter to maintain full loudness on your
analog channel.

fill processing structures have about
4 milliseconds less delay. making
headphone monitoring even easier
for talent. For the most critical off-,,
monitoring requirements, you can
Lse one of the new "ultra -low laten.
prespts with only 3 milliseconds of
delay.

Broadcast Sales:
Mid -South Sales
Bob Mayben > bobmayben@usa.net
Voice (877) 391-2650

Central Sales Office
Bernie O'Brien > bernieob@earthlink.net
Cell (731) 695-1714

West Coast Sales Office
Doug Tharp > dougt@scmsinc.com
Sales (866) 673-9267

Mid -West Sales Office
Mary Schnelle > marys@scmsinc.com
Sales (513) 899-3036

South -Atlantic Sales Office
Art White > whitearthur@bellsouth.net
Sales (770) 632-1295

North-East Sales Office
Jim Peck > jpeck001@scmsinc.com
Sales (315) 623-7655

South-West Sales Office
Tyler Callis > tylerc@scmsinc.com
Office (877) 699-9151

ProAudio & Commercial Sound:
Southeast Sales
Ric Goldstein > rickygee@bellsouth.net
Voice (919) 661-8190
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Pineville, N.C.

Call: BOB, MIKE,
ERNIE or MATT

Toll FREE 1-800-438-6040
1-704-889-4508

Fax 1-704-889-4540

www.scmsinc.com
e-mail sales@scmsinc.com



Field Report

Snap Appliance Snap Server 1100
Blake Thompson, CBNT

4111von' n,a fast, easy data backup system
I) \ ( )ur facility? At WZIP-FM our DADPro

serveuitr getting filled with WAV files
that we ' r class projects and training
in addition to the usual production work.
WZIP-FM is the student run station at the
University of Akron that's run as a profes-
sional broadcast training program, so we
try to have industry -standard equipment
and programs throughout the facility.The
DAD server has 72GB of Raid 5 storage,
which is enough for our on -air elements,

Performance at a glance

Storage sizes from 80GB to 250GB

Fast setup without IT expertise

Works with all networking flavors

Small, portable, easy to use

but now that we are migrating to uncom-
pressed audio the production stuff is get-
ting too big. I wanted to find an inexpensive
option to store the production and class-
room audio on the network without re-
placing all the server drives and then bog-
ging it down transferring large WAV files.

I picked the Snap Appliance Server 1100
250GB network attached storage (NAS)
unit from Adaptec.These types of storage
units are becoming common for back-up
use in many network operations due to

their low price and ease of use.The drive is mounted in a
small 3" x 5" x9" enclosure that only has power and Ethernet
plugs on it.There are also four LEDs to show system OK,
data link OK,network connection/activity and disk activjty.
Inside the case there is a small disk controller, the 250GB
drive and a CPU running the custom Snap OS.The 1100
series is a single disk system only; other lines have Raid
capabilities if needed. It will run on and emulate almost
any network/server platform including all Windows fla-
vors, Mac OS, Unix and Linux. It will also "talk" in TCP/IP
HTTBUDP/leAppleTalk,IPX and Net BEUI. You can even
set it up as an FTP server.

Quick assembly
The basic setup is simple and fast. Plug in the

inline power supply, no wall wart,and con-
nect to your network switch or hub.

Then just load the configura-
tion software on a nearby work-
station.The quick setup option
worked like a charm for me. I
was able to set the IP address,
work group and security set-
tings from my DAD server in
about five minutes.

You can also remotely con-
figure it through a Web brows-
er or use a DHCP server to

assign the IP address. Security is Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption that keeps data safe

during transfers. During the next few days, I transferred
more than 50GB of data to store all our production ele-
ments, a complete back-up of the on -air material and all the
DAD programs to the unit.The Ethernet connection is 10/
100 speed but through my new gigabit switch the transfer
speeds were quite fast with most 32MB cuts transferring in
about three seconds on a moderately busy network.

Simple setup
Workstation setup was even easier.The drive appears in

the network neighborhood so you can put a shortcut on
the desktop or you can use drive mapping through Win-
dows if you prefer that method. I even connected the Macs
we use for video editing. Once my system was backed up
I tried to use the automated backup software that comes
with it but, it wouldn't run on my Win 2k server. The
software is designed to only back up from a local disk to
somewhere else; all the files I want backed up are only
local to the server. I tried it on a workstation but it would
only see the workstation drives as a source for the back-
ups so I was out of luck.The company does include a 30-

day trial version for servers.
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I did run into one problem with the unit. During a large file transfer
session it stopped and put up a window with"cannot proceed, file
path too deep" when I clicked OK it went away. The unit seemed
be running the disk but wouldn't allow any access. I restarted the
system with no success; it still wouldn't show up in the network
neighborhood. I looked through the PDF manual included on the
setup disk but there was no indication of my problem listed. I went
to the company website and found a FAQ search section. I entered
my problem and the answer was I should call support. After a
quick call to tech support I pinged the unit and found it was there
but running a disk defrag/cleanup routine.

I had deleted some of the material off the main server before
running that last group of files and some newer production could
have been lost. After about 45 minutes of rebuilding, or whatever
it did, it was back and all my data was still there. I later learned that
its OS, like Windows, doesn't like the file path to be larger than 256
total characters, apparently I had a folder that was too deep.

There are many options out there now for NAS systems so figure
out your needs then double or quadruple them.You can seemingly
never have enough storage these days.

Thompson is chief engineer of WZIP-FM., Akron, OH.

Adaptec

F

408-945-8600

408-262-2533

www.adaptec.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine feature
for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well -qualified staff
at a radio station, production facility or consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry. Manu-
facturer support is limited to providing loan equipment and to aiding the
author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results of any
device tested, positive or negative. No report should be considered an
endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.
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Take the FASTtrack with you

Download the FASTtrack, Exiibitor
Directory and BEC Session Guide
for your Palm or Pocket PC from

beradio.com today!

WHAT ARE CUSTOMERS SAYING ABOUT
IGNTRONIC LABS, INC.

WIDE BAND ANTENNA SYSTEM PERFORMANCE?

Gory L. niegaia, CPBE
Director of Engineering

Northwestern Collete Radio
KNWC- AM/Sioux Falls, SD

Kl.tresk Pbasor Cabinet/
Control Rack Installed At

KNWC-AM 5/23kW 1270kHz
Five Tower DA -2

After installing Ms new Kintronic Wide -Band Directional
Antenna System , this is what Gary had to say:

"The Military specrficadofts, craf2smansh4r, conservative
design, precision, geometrically balanced, these are just
a few terms I would use to describe phasing equipment
from Kintronic Laboratories There are sound reasons

why Kintronics it on the label of every directional facility
I am responsible to maintain. With Kintronics on _mar

D,4 team a succes.strl and maintainable system is a
realistic goo/ "

Telephone : (423)1117111-3141 Fax: (423) 570-4224
Email: ktI4kintronle.0011111 web Site: www.klntronic.com

Custom Broadcast Furniture
Facility Specific Design

& Fabrication

High Quality Construction & Materials
Laminates - Natural & Exotic Woods - Solid Surface

"Balsys Gets The Jobs That Others Can't Handle- Sattsfied Customer

Affordable Cost

Complete Pre -Wiring. Tes:ing.
& Turnkey Services
Optionally Available

www.balsys.com

BALSYS
WOOD ARTS. INC.

Balsys Wood Arts. Inc
930 Carter Road #228 - 234

Winter Garden, FL 34787
Tel: 407-656-3719
Fax: 407-656-5474

furnituregbalsys.com
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Syndicating a Welsh's
Rsesponding to the tremendous buzz over RSS

(Really Simply Syndication) a number of free
ites on the Web have sprung up that complete-

ly automate the process of syndicating site content
across the Web. In practice, this means that in a
matter of minutes,you're now able to tweak yoursite
so that hotlinks to your company press releases and
similar promotional materials can be sent to RSS
readers across the Web.

The popularity of RSS is growing exponentially.
The technology is being seen by increasing num-
bers of Web users as an alternative to e-mail, be-
cause it can be used by Web surfers to track changes
on websites without requiring a user to release an
e-mail address.

In practice, RSS-generated news of website up-
dates-including press releases, white papers, new
product downloads and site changes-arrives as
headline hotlinks, which RSS-users can click on to
view the full press release or other site change.

While initially popularized by bloggers to alert
their readers about blog updates, RSS is currently
poised to go mainstream. Megaportal My Yahoo
(myyahoo.com/s/rss-faq.html),a site used by mil-
lions worldwide to track news and information,
recently added RSS-tracking to its arsenal of Web
data gathering tools, for example. Third -party prod-
ucts like RSS Explorer (rssexplorer.planet-
hood.com) are enabling users to add a toolbar to
Internet Explorer to makes the browser RSS-ready.

Also fueling mainstream acceptance are sites like
Ice Rocket (rss.icerocket.com), which offer easy -
to -use RSS builders that automatically generate
the tiny strip of code needed to make a Web page
RSS-readable. Ice Rocket offers the service free -of -

charge as a way to encourage use of its main product: its Web
search engine.

NPR (www.nprorg/rss) offers a wide -range of RSS-syndicated
programm ing,each on its own,individual RSS"channel" Minnesota
Public Radio (minnesota.publicradio.org/about/site/rss) takes a
similar approach, as does CBC/Radio Canada (www.cbc.ca/rss)
and KSL News Radio 1160 AM, Salt Lake City (radio.ksl.com/
index.php?sid=112927&nid=19).

Generally, an individual can find invitations for RSS tracking-
little tags stamped with the acronyms RSS or XML-on the home
page of websites encoded with RSS.

Now ft works
Probably the first thing users will notice when they get to Ice

Rocket's RSS builder is the great pains the company has taken to
simplify and goof -proof the process of RSS-link generation. Essen-
tially,creating the link takes four steps: registration ,channel creation,
item creation and publishing.The process takes about five minutes.

The first step, registration,will take seconds. All Ice Rocket asks
for is the user's e-mail address, a password and the user's first and
last name.

Next, the user will be asked to create a channel, which is used by
RSS distribution sites to send his RSS link across the Web. To create
a channel, users need some data inputs: the user's website name,
URL, a brief description, a URL that will be used to source an image
for the channel (usually the home page), the user's e-mail and any
copyright info he would like to add.

Once a channel has been created, begin adding links to specific
items-such as press releases, white papers and new Web bro-
chures. Ice Rocket requires is a title for the item, a URL, a brief
description of the item and the user's e-mail address. As an added
service, Ice Rocket also verifies that the item as rendered on the
user's Web page can be read by RSS news aggregators, and
republished on other websites.

The last step is actually handled automatically by Ice Rocket. It
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NPR offers a wide range of RSS-syndicated programming, each on
its own RSS "channel."
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Minnesota Public Radio takes a similar approach to NPR.
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Content 11 Five Mi
automatically generates the code for a tiny RSS icon, which can be
cut -and -pasted onto the user's website where his item appears. The
icon serves as a heads -up for anyone using an RSS-reader-or
anyone using an RSS-capable portal like MyYahoo-that changes
to the site can be tracked via RSS.

With these four steps,anyone can create an "RSS feed," and his site
has joined the ranks of tens of thousands of others,including TheNew
York Times,CNN,BBC and About.com,that have decided to broaden
their reach by making their sites readable to the RSS community

(If Ice Rocket doesn't suit your fancy, you can find several other
free RSS builders by entering key -phrase "RSS builder" into any
search engine.)

Promoting and tracking
Even ttiougl i Ice Rocket's RSS builder is virtually goof-proof,users

may want to spend some extra time making sure the feed is picked
up by all the major RSS news aggregators, and that all the major RSS
readers are picking up on the feed as well.
The major RSS news aggregators include Syndic8

(wwwsyndic8.com),Complete RSS (www.completerss.com),Feed-
ster Finder (feedfinder.feedster.com), News Is Free
(www.newsisfree.com),and RSS Feeds (www.rssfeeds.com). Each
of these sites will offera link to click on to enterthe URLof a site where
RSS-coded content is available.

Also,double check the readability of your site's RSS feed in a few,
well -established RSS readers. These include Feed Demon
(www.feeddemon.com),Feed Reader (www.feedreadercom),Newz
Crawler (www.newzcrawlercom), Ampheta Desk (disobeycom/
amphetadesk), Net News Wire (www.ranchercom/netnewswire),
Newsgator (www.newsgatorcom),Bloglines(www.bloglines.com),
My Wire Service (www.mywireservice.cm) and Feed -Me
(www.feed-me.info).

Yet another group of sites, RSS search engines, specializes in
searching out RSS content on the Web and summarizing those
offerings. These sites differ from the others in that they go beyond
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CBC/Radio Canada has also joined the RSS fold.

11

Joe D"sart

U
simply citing RSS feed names and descriptions, and
bringing back summaries of the actual text being
offered by the RSS feeds. These sites include Tech-
norati (www.technorati.com), Daypop
(www.daypop.com),Feedster(www.feedstercom),
Pub Sub (wwwpubsub.com) and Rocket News
(www.rocketnews.com).

Dysart is an Internet business consultant based in
Thousand Oaks, CA.

Additional RSS
resources
For a deeper understanding of the technology,
here are some great sites:
 RSS: What it is, Where to get it, How to
make it, How to use it.
interleaves.org/-rteeterirss.html#where
This site is easily one of the most comprehen-
sive informational sites on RSS available.
Essentially: Stop one for anyone looking to get
an overview of the technology.
 RSS: Your Gateway to News & Blog Content
by Danny Sullivan
searchenginewatch.com/sereport/article.php/
2175281
One of the pre-eminent gurus on Internet
search, Sullivan offers hands-on users guide to
RSS with this article. Besides an overall
explanation and background, Sullivan offers
detailed descriptions of numerous RSS news
aggregators and RSS search engines.
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KSL News Radio 1160 AM, Salt Lake City, serves up the RSS option
to its listeners, too.
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Applied Technolow

Dielectric HDR Plus
By Henry Downs

he dawn of in -band on -channel terrestrial
radio has arrived. For the last 12 years or
so, manufacturers have been working be-
hind the scenes to develop components
to make it a reality.The most daunting task
by far has been how to combine the
analog and digital signals in a cost-effec-
tive manner. The proof of concept work
used a 10dB coupler as the combiner.
This approach causes more than 16 per-
cent of the generated RF signal power to

be dumped into a load. Many different
improvements have been suggested, all
of which have slightly reduced the loss
factor but no all -encompassing solution
has been brought to fruition.

Much of the Dielectric Communications research has
centered on combining the analog and digital signals in the
antenna, one of the results being the introduction of the
HDR Plus antenna.This device allows loss -less combina-
tion of the existing analog and IBOC digital sideband
signals without the need for additional tower space. The
array is made up of two completely separate interleaved
antennas, which meet the FCC specified coverage require-
ments. An additional feature of this array is that the digital
portion may be used as an auxiliary for the analog in an
emergency situation.

The most prominent challenge in
developing this type of antenna has
been how to obtain sufficient isolation
between the transmitters. This is pri-
marily due to the fact that the radiated
analog signal power level is 100 times
higher than the digital. With insuffi-
cient isolation the new digital transmit-
ter could be damaged or could possi-
bly generate unwanted spurious sig-
nals in band. Initial investigation into
this type of interleaved array used two
identical antennassuch that they both
exhibited right-hand circular polariza-
tion (RHCP). The resulting isolation
was found to be grossly inadequate at
about 13dB.
This led to the development of the

Reverse Polarized Interleaved Anten-
na (patent pending) in which the
digital antenna operated using left-
hand circular polarization while the
analog antenna continued to radiate
RHCPThe use of the two directions of
polarization increased the isolation
to about 24dB.The addition of a ferrite
isolator in the lower power digital
input line allowed this device to be
successfully implemented at WNNK
in Harrisburg, PA.

Work In rovers*
The HDR Plus research team built

on the reverse polarization technique
using different antenna bays with the result that the
isolation between the transmitters has been increased to
42dB minimum.

This increase in isolation, which helps lessen implemen-
tation costs, also removes the need for an isolator, which
has been considered a potential weak link in the system.

A significant amount of testing has been carried out with
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respect to the obtainable patterns from this
type of interleaved array and by appropri-
ately offsetting the two arrays with respect
to the tower the azimuth coverage from
each antenna is, in effect, the same.

The main advantages of the HDR Plus
antenna are threefold. It does not require
any additional aperture on the tower. Be-
cause there are no losses incurred due to
the method of analog and digital signal
combination a low power digital transmit-
ter may be implemented. This low digital
power requirement means that a type N
cable is sufficient to carry the signal from
the transmitter to the antenna. Once a
tower loading study demonstrates the fea-
sibility of the additional antenna bays and
the necessary permits are obtained, the
system may be installed and brought to
fruition. The HDR plus antenna meets or
exceeds all of the pertinent FCC regula-
tions with respect to coverage contours.

Downs is technical director, Dielectric Com-
munications, Raymond, ME.

Interleaved Isolation
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Figure 1. Comparison of isolation between antennas with different types of
polarization between the two systems.
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Reader Feedback

Advanced DAB

comments?
;,,,! ,!,ineSSCOM

Is etter was received in response to the
Viewpoint in theJanuaty2005 issueof Radio
magazine.7hat editorial discussed the vari-
ous formsof DABcurrentlyin development.

From the information to hand,DRE is the
least likely system to go places:

1. Using an FM subcarrier instead of Ibiq-
uity'sCOFDM will make the digital signal far
more fragile, prone to break-up and total
loss when received in the car. Digital sys-
tems take a considerable amount of time to
recover from such break-up. Instant loser.

2. Cost of implementation, where DRE
does offer some advantage, is not the
biggest hurdle for DAB. The question for
today is whether HD Radio offers enough
benefits to get the consumer to buy
digital receivers.

some unique selling point
for the consumer? Appar-
ently, quite the opposite. So
next, does HD Radio actually
offer enough benefits to get
U.S.consumers to buy receiv-
ers? In the long run, I think the
answer is yes. The salient
points are:

1. Multipath problems with
high -power analog FM

2. The sonic drawbacks of
75us FM de -emphasis

3.The great sound quality
and robust signal of HD
Radio

4.Possibilities of additional
services on digital radio

Don't be misled by the ap-
parent quiet prevailing in the market for
digital radios right now. It will take a year or
a few years to get going, and this won't
happen until receivers are in the shops at
well under$200. Make that $100 to really get
the numbers going, but the industry will
make it happen.

In the UK you can get a brand new
Eureka -DAB receiver for less than $100
already. The UK is probably five years
ahead of the U.S.in digital radio (transmis-

sions have been on the air for 10 years), but our market is
tiny, only 20 percent of the size. That's a huge factor in
economies of scale at the start. And DSP technology has
developed tremendously since the UK switched on ten
years ago,giving second -generation DAB systems a consid-
erable boost on cost, power consumption and deploy-
ment time. So the sub -$100 HD Radio receiver within a year
or two really is no problem at all. At that time, digital audio
broadcasting will surely come to the fore.

The success of satellite radio in the U.S. will also be a
telling factor. If they can recognize trouble when they see
it coming, the regular broadcasters must feel the impera-
tive to respond somehow. While a technological fix is not
the whole answer, HD Radio would be a good start, and
it is the only sensible game in town for the FM band right
now HD Radio receivers can have service -on -demand
(for example, news or travel info on demand) built in -
plus additional services, which will eventually offer a USP
over analog radio.

when everyone is radiating
skywaves at night, plus it's a U.S.-only standard. Note that
IBOC uses a vast amount of AM bandwidth.

DRM is the way to go for digital radio in the AM bands. It
has been designed to cope with the horrendous short-
wave interference environment so it can fit in a tiny
bandwidth, it is very robust and it works with skywave
propagation. Receivers will be produced in vast numbers
for a worldwide market and they could be so inexpensive
as to compete with analog on cost before too long. Just
look at some of the big names (like Sony) involved in the
DRM consortium.

In closing, some comments regarding comparisons with
the UK digital radio scene, which is the most advanced in
the world. Take care when looking over here for pointers
to future developments. In general, our FM radio system
works much better than FM in the U.S.-sorry guys! Actu-
ally,jokingaside,this is due to our kinder 50us de -emphasis,
often shorter ranges and friendlier terrain. Multipath distor-
tion is rarely a serious problem for long, the sound quality
is crisp and clean already,and RBDS really is ubiquitous in
cars-seamlessly switching mobile listeners to the numer-
ous local FM repeaters in black spots.

When Eureka was initially sold on the benefit of sound
quality over here, it failed. Our FM sounds good already and
Eureka, with its 128kb/s data rate and outdated MP2
compression algorithm, was barely any better. Indeed,
early adopters with quality sound systems found the
quality limit of MP2 actually distressing. I'm glad to say that
HD Radio's codec sounds great! A nearly identical codec
is used for DRM as well, so the second -generation experi-
ence on sound quality will be very different.

Here in the UK, Eureka is now being sold on new
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strengths of additional radio services that are not available
on FM, and cheap portable and car receivers. It is growing
in the UK but slowly, and its situation in most of the rest of
Europe is absolutely dismal.

Keep an eye on DRM's proposals for use from 30 to
120MHz. If a DRM-Plus variant is developed that allows
higher channel capacity at VHEit may run away with the
broadcast radio market. This would probably leave Eure-
ka -DAB as a bitcasting system primarily for downloading
music on -demand Web pages, and e-mail to the Ipods of
the future. The upload channel could be the good old
mobile phone (GSM), connected to the Ipod via Bluetooth.
Voila. Everyone's happy.

For traditional radio broadcast, a DRM and HD Radio
dual -standard receiver with AM and FM thrown in will be
a worldwide winner. Don't discount analog broadcasting
-especially in emergencies, it will continue to fit the bill for
a long time to comeyet. Unlike analog television, FM analog
switch -off is just a dream for now.

Martin Spencer
Omega development team, Inovonics

omegarev3@yahoo.co.uk

Thanks for the memories
Kari,
I just wanted to drop a note after reading Sign Offfrom the

November issue of Radio magazine about The Gates
Producer mixer.tt may or may not su rprise you that we were
using one of those up until about a year ago in our
production studio at KDLR.

Paul Clementich
momingannouncer;KDLR/KDVL

Devils Lake, ND

I just wanted to drop you a note of thanks and appreci-
ation for your Sign Offarticles each month Your articles on
various pieces of equipment from radio's past sure bring
back memories.When I opened the November issue and
what did I find on page 82? Our old production board (the
Gates Producer)!We still have it but it is no longer in service.

WVCY is a Christian station operated byVCY America out
of Milwaukee.The station went on the air in 1969 under
different owners, who used a host of Gates products,
including the BC-250GY 250W AM transmitter. It's still in
continuous use and operates in near -flawless fashion.

Thanks again, Kari, and keep up the great work!
Bob Gardinier

operations manager,WVCYAM
Oshkosh, WI

Thanks for the notes. I'm glad you enjoy
Sign Off. Finding information and equip-
ments can sometimes be a challenge, but it
is interesting. I am always looking forinfor-
mation, photos and descriptions of vintage
and legacyequipmentand facilities.Whether
its tried-and-true,well known equipment or
something rare and unusual, if you have
something in your files or your collection,
please tell me about it.

- Kari Taylor
associate editor

ktaylor@primediabusiness.com

Find the mic winner
February issue

Congratulations to

Lyle Henry
of Los Angeles.

His name was drawn from the correct entries for the
February issue. He won the Pauly Superscreen pop filter

fromTransaudio Group.

The mic icon was to the right of the Radio logo
disguised as a track light.

BROADCASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to beradio.com.
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NewProductsgtail
By Kari Taylor, associate editor
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The NAB convention is so big, we divided our new product preview into two
issues. We have also provided the exhibitors' booth numbers to help you find
them at the convention. For more NAB information, turn to the March issue,
which includes the exclusive Radio magazine FASTtrack and a map of the
Radio/Audio Hall.

Cardioid condenser mic
Booth N3322
Audio-Technica

AT2020: This side -address con-
denser microphone features a
custom -engineered low -mass
diaphragm, providing extend-
ed frequency response plus the
ability to handle high SP1s.The
mic has a fixed, card ioid polar
pattern to allow isolation of the
desired sound source and fea-
tures a flat, extended frequency
response (20Hz to 20kHz), high
SPL handling capability
(144dB) and a dynamic range
of 124dB. The microphone re-

quires 48V phantom power and output
from the mic is via a low -impedance, three -
pin XLR connector

330-686-2600: fax 330-606-0719

www.audio-technica.com: pro@atus.com

Audio processors
Booth N2802
Wheatstone
Audio processor series: The two -channel, stereo audio

processor provides an ar-
ray of analog and digital
inputs and outputs, a four -
band parametric EQ, three -
band compressor, and tun-
able filters along with over-
all AGC, limiting and expan-
sion. All settings can be

stored and replayed as password -protected presets. The
front -panel display includes input, output and gain -reduc-
tion meters. Remote monitoring and operational control
is possible using Ethernet -enabled GUI software.

252-638-7000: fax 252-637-1285

www.wheatstone.com; sales@wheatstone.com

CD player/Minidisc recorder
Booth SL1516
Tascam

MD-CDI: Combining CD playback and Minidisc recording
in 1RU saves rack space and installation budgets. The unit
features 12 percent pitch control, MP3 CD playback, RS -232
control and an optional balanced I/O board. The unit also
offers RS -232 control, digital I/O and an optional 1/0 board
for balanced interfacing. CDs can be played back at 12
percent higher or lower, and speed can be adjusted
without affecting the pitch of the source. Discs can be
duplicated from CD to Minidisc at up to 4x speed, and a
wireless IR remote is included.

323-726-0303; fax 323-727-7635

www.tascam.com; tascamlit@tascam.com

Recordable discs
Booth N2822A

HHB
lx -12x CR-R: Un-
like conventional
media, these discs
are optimized for
low speed 1x to
12x writers. The
discs deliver low
block -error rates
and low jitter in
audio recording applications, while improving economy
by reducing the operating stress on the lower -powered
lasers used by audio CD recorders. The CD -R discs replace
the existing lx to 24x discs in an HHB Professional Record-
ing Media range that also includes CD-RW, DVD-R, DVD-
RAM, Mini Disc, MO, DAT,ADAT and DTRS formats.

310-319-1111;tax310-319-1311;www.hhbusa.cowsales@hhbusa.com

Expansion series
Booth N3602

Burk Technology
G -Link G -Bus: By adding G -Link products to a new or existing GSC3000 system, broadcasters can monitor
facility conditions with plug -and -play convenience. The AC -4 and AC -8 power strip controllers are for
remote management of 120V inputs such as HVAC appliances,lighting and computers. G -Link emphasizes
economies of scale by integrating all remote facility monitoring on a platform and using the same software

and Web -based interfaces as the GSC3000.
800-255-8090: fax 978-486-0081: wviwburicom; sales@burk.com
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DSP audio processor
Booth N4006
Symetrix Ys-

Air Tools Orion 8088: 111
Dubbed Orion 8x8 Ana-
log I/O DSF,' this processor offers eight line -level analog inputs and outputs.The processor uses a pair of
analog 66MHz SHARC processors to create virtual audio pathways and processing modules that replicate
dedicated hardware devices in the physical world. The Sludio Matrix Designer application creates these
signal routes and processing chains on a Windows PC. Parameter settings can be assigned to any of the
1,000 onboard preset locations and recalled on demand via RS -232 commands from the stations
automation package. Audio routing between units is handled via the Symlink bus. This proprietary
interconnect supports the free exchange of 64 channels of audio and control through CAT -5 cable.

425-181-3222; fax 425-787-3211; www.symetrixamtlia.com: symetrixasymetrixaudio.com

Active monitors
Booth N1726, SL 1 143

Genelec
8000 MDE series:
This series of bi-
amplified active
monitors is com-
prised of three
models: the 8030A,
8040A and 8050A.
These speakers fea-
ture rounded edges and curved front and sides and use an
aluminum MDE design. The 8030A, the smallest of the
series, features a 5" bass driver along with a 3/4" tweeter. Its
frequency response is 58Hz to 20kHz (±2dB). Peak SPL per
pair is 108dB, driven by a pair of 40W
amplifiers. The 8040A incorporates a 6"
woofer and a 3/4" tweeter. Its frequency
response is 48Hz to 20kHz (±2dB). Peak
SPL per pair is 115dB, achieved using
90W amplifiers for each driver.The 8050A
is the largest model. It uses an 8" bass
driver and a 1" tweeter. This speaker
produces peak SPLs of 120dB with a free -
field frequency response of 38Hz to
20kHz (±2dB). Bass and treble amplifica-
tion is 150W and 120W.

508-652-0900; fax 508-652-0909

wwagenelec.com; ganeta.usa@genelatcom

Audio codec
Booth N2118
Comrex
Access: BRIC technology enables broad-
casters to use a variety of commonly
available Internet access points to broad-
cast high quality, real-time audio. Access
is capable of using wired circuits like DSL,
cable, POTS and frame relay as well as
wireless circuits such asWi-fi, 1 XRTT,Edge
and 3G data networks. The codec will be
available as rack mount and portable
units. Capable of providing voice quality
connections over IP connections, the
codec also offers a stereo mode that offers
optimized performance when used on
managed data networks.

800-237-1116; fax 978-184-1717

PAWLCOMELCOM: infacommaim

Digital on -air console
Booth C1907, C3607A
Harris
VSDM-II: This console features a digital
mixing architecture and supports analog
and digital inpr.ts and outputs to allow
stations to transition to digital on their time
frame. Smaller than the RMX Digital on -air
console, the new console focuses on small
market radio stations and smaller studio
applications for larger markets.

800-622-0822; fax 513-459-3890

vnwlsoadissthaaix.com; broadcastahanistem
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Expect MORE From Your AM Transmitter
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Armstrong Transmitter X -1000E

dial111=1

=MEM
=MEM

-- -
Made in USA

1KW HD Radio ready AM Transmitter for under $10K
Built with dual hot-swappable 600
Watt P,F modules capable of 150%
modu ation, X -1000B can bring
that major market sound to your
radio station. Engineered with the
latest technological innovations,
X -10C OB offers high reliability,
built-in redundancy and it is HD
Radio' ready.
Best of all, our custome-s tell us
that tie money they save running
the X -1000B pays for itself with

AARMSTRONG

say ngs in electricity and
mairtenance zcsts over 3n older
transmitter ...and as a bolus they
get exceptional reliability and that
major market sound for free.
But, don't take our wcri for it.
Talk to our customers al-eady on -
the -air wish the X-10006. Call or
ema I for a users list and decide
for yourself why owning this
transmitter is a no-brainer.

Tel 315-673-1269 / sales@armstrongtx. 70M / www.armstrongtx.com
 HD Radio 1. a registered trade mark of :Baal Dtgital Corporat on
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Transient voltage
surge suppression
Booth C10521
MGE UPS Systems

Eclipse -T. This commercial
transient -voltage surge sup-
pression (TVSS) equipment
is a complement to the com-
pany's line of uninterrupt-
ible power supplies (UPS).
The surge suppressor series
includes six products with
single -and three-phase mod-
els offering peak capacities
ranging from 100kA to 500kA

in modular and non -modular panels. All
models feature an audible alarm, LED indi-
cators and dry contacts to notify users of
system status, as well as individually fused
metal -oxide varistors for optim ized protec-
tion. Most models also include a surge
counter (excluding the E-T1OOW) and a
lightning temp fuse to prevent thermal
runaway if MOVs are damaged.

800-523-0142; fax 114-557-9188

mwi.mgeups.com; infamgeups.com

A/D-D/A converters
Booth SU8972
Lynx Studio Technology

Aurora 8 and Aurora 16:
These digital audio con-
verters offer eight and 16
channel models in 1RU.
Both converters feature
192kHz A/D-D/A conver-
sion with front panel con-

trol of all routing and sample rate options. Extended
functions are accessible via computer with the Lynx AES16
or by infrared using compatible laptops and hand-held
Pocket PCs. The rear panel has MIDI in and out connectors
and an L -slot bay, for the use of optional ADAT, Firewire
and other audio interface cards. The most popular rates
are selectable: 44.1, 48, 88.2, 96, 176.4 and 192kHz.

949-515-8265 x 205; fax 949-645-8410

twntlynxstuio.cam; salealynutudio.com

Data software
Booth N1802
Broadcast Electronics
Data 110, Data 120: New are the Data 110
software application for basic RBDS and
Web text of"now playing"information and
the comprehensive Data 120 application
with several features for advanced data
over FM, HD Radio and the Internet.

211-224-9600; fax 217-224-9601

vAwddcastcam; bdcasebdcasicom

Phone plugs
Booth C5137
Neutrik

NP*X Previously in-
troduced as the C+ se-

ries, these I/4" phone plugs
offer a chuck -type strain relief

that provides higher cable retention
force. The phone plugs are all -metal and

available in mono and stereo versions with
nickel- or gold-plated contacts and nickel, black or

velour chrome housings.
132-901-9488; fax 732-901-9608; www.neutrik.com; infaneutfikusa.com

Signal generator
Booth C2633
Rohde & Schwarz

SML: The fields of application of the SML are unlimited in
development, servicing or production when it is used as
a flexible signal source in automatic test systems and is
available with stereo coder option. The unit offers 9kHz to
1.1GHz/2.2GHz/3.3GHz with SSB phase noise of less than
-122dBc (1Hz).

410-910-1800; fax 410-910-1801

wymnhde-schwalu:am; infarsa.rohde-schwarz.cam

Audio network interface
Booth N806
Sierra Automated Systems
ANI750: The ANI-750 audio network interface for the 32KD
digital audio router/mixer links multiple 32KD frames via fiber.
Using a dual, counter -rotating ring for reliabilitythe interface
provides static and dynamic sharing of 750 channels.

818-840-6149; fax 818-840-6151

vAwaasaurio.corn: salesesasautiocam

PCI time
Booth C2639

ESE
PC-273PC1: A time code
interface card for PC
computers, this product
receivesa variety of IRIG
and ASCII time
codes. Using thesup-
plied software the in-
terface will automatical-
ly synchronize the PC's
internal time -of -day clock.The time code input is provided
via a rear -mounted BNC connector. Included is a Windows
software application that allows time code selection, time
zone offset and time frequency update.
310-322-2136; fax 310-322-8121; twAv.ese-web.com; ESE4tese-web.com

code interface
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Digital audio leveler
Booth N322
Translantech Sound

Ariane Sequel: Like its analog predecessor, this leveler
features the company's sum -and -difference processing.
The audio processing path is fully digital, not a hybrid
analog/digital design. It provides independent two -chan-
nel and stereo -linked modes, protection limiting, input and
output level metering,TCP/IP and RS -232 remote control,
and software upgrade capability

212-222-0330; twAttranslaatech.cum; david@translaatech.com

Dynamic studio mic
Booth N2822
Neumann

BCM 705: This mic uses a rede-
signed version of the Profi Power
Sennheiser MD 431 hand-held stage
microphone and capsule. Housed

in the same body as the pre-
viously introduced BCM 104, this
mic is identifiable as a Neumann
dynamic microphone by its new
green Neumann badge. To en-
hance low frequencies, the en-
tire chamber surrounding the
capsule has been enlarged and
acoustically coupled to a rear

entrance port. The same wire mesh pop screen princi-
ples used in the BCM 104 microphones are used in this
mic, thus removing the need for foam in front of the
capsule. Individual, color -coded head grilles are avail-
able for each user. The microphone in its mount is
elastically suspended and compatible via standard
broadcast -segment microphone arms.

860-434-5220: fax 860-434-3148

twittneumannusa.com: netnkt@neumannusatain

Digital FM antenna
Booth C7807
Dielectric

HD Plus: Easily integrat-
ed alongside existing an-
alog FM antennas, this
antenna allows the sta-
tion to continue its ana-
log broadcast while also
adding a digital broad-
cast of the same signal at
the same frequency. Spe-
cial design consider-
ations between the ana-
log and digital antenna
bays provide for isolation
that exceeds 40dB; 10 per-
cent more than the 36dB
required by the FCC. Because of this isola-
tion from the antenna, the need for a sup-
plemental isolator in the system is removed.

800-341-9678; fax 201-655-1120

rwaieledic.tencdcsaits@ielectriusm

Broadcast power monitor
Booth N1116
Bird Electronic
BPM-E:Thissystem offers users more options in how they
measure, monitor and protect their RF transmission sys-
tems while providing dependable performance and
accuracy. Its RF test port enables users to verify spectral
compliance for many applications,including IBOC. Fea-
tures of this system include alarm detection and notifica-
tion, instant e-mail alerts, remote powerNSWR monitor-
ing and administration, RF test port, access to historical
data through data logging, and a small footprint for
minimal rack space.

440-519-2062: fax 440-248-3790

virmlit-electroakom alaabid-olettenittsm

AfIfIrAlfICeft Cgrl5Die5 for Everit:

Whether used in radio, television, production, or stadium announce applications,

the Model 200 -series of announcer's consoles provide uniformly excellent

performance. With four models to choose from, everything on your "wish list"

can easily be handled. And while each unit provides a unique mix of features, all share a

common core: great audio quality, a simple user interface, and reliable operation. To see

which Model 200 -series product is right for your application, visit our website or give us a call.

Skokie, IL USA I Ph 847-676-9177 I www.studio-tech.com

STUDIO
TECHN.)LOGIES

INC
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Analog on -air console
Booth N2802

Audioarts Engineering
R -55E: 'Tailored for
mid- to small -mar-
kets this console
provides illuminat-
ed LED switches
and a flip -up meter -
bridge that provides
direct access to I/O
connectors. Logic

programming dip -switches complement
the modular, low profile countertop de-
sign. The unit offers two stereo program
busses, two mono busses, optional tele-
phone caller input and opto-isolated logic
control with a built-in machine interface.
Additional options include a six -input ste-
reo line preselector module, a dual failsafe
power supply system and remote tape
modules. The compact console is avail-
able in a nine-, 13- or 21 -fader mainframe.

252-638-1000; fax 252-631-1285

twiravheatstone.com: sales@wheattone.com

Get your own copy!
Subscribe to

Racily
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

Each month, the Radio Technology Leader brings you the
latest must -read information about
radio broadcasting:
 FCC Update
 Managing Technology
 Trends in Technology

 Facility Showcases
 Field Reports

 New Products
 RF Engineering

Subscribe online!
Go to beradio.com and click
on the link under Subscriptions.

Side -mounted FM antenna
Booth C3031

RFS Broadcast
CPF: Featuring a stainless con-

struction, the single -channel
antenna is available with a
powerratingof 500W (CPF500)
or 2.5kW (CPF2500) and is a
lightweight solution for low- to
medium-powerapplicationsin
the 87.5MHz to 108MHz band.
The antenna is an incarnation
of RFS's ECFM antenna, with
extended power range. The radiation pattern and axial ratio
of the side -mounted CPF-series has been enhanced to min-
imize tower effects and downward radiation.

871-1319615; fax 203-821-3852

vnnufswodEcam; riterature.americaarlsworid.com

Cell phone codec
Booth N4524
ATA Audio
Scoop-EZTri-band GSM:The new module now includes the
WWI lz to 1.9GHz bands. This allows the unit to be used in
the Americas, Europe and Asia without the worry of which
GSM module is needed. Users insert a GSM Sim card into the
module and dial back to the studio. The module will
automatically detect the band and service that is available.
913-288-8079: fax 913-659-9555; www.aetausa.com; info@aetausamm

Audio restoration software

ISoundSoap 2
Booth SL3345
Bias
Soundsoap 2: Soundsoap
scrubsaudioclean reducingtape
hiss, clicks and crackles, buzzing
and hum, rumble and most other
types of unwanted noise. This
software is useful when archiving
a record collection to CD. The

4111111111114 software will buff out anyscratch-
es. Soundsoap uses advanced

technology to clean audio. Click the"learn noise" button,
and the software cleans the audio. Users can fine-tune the
software for enhanced results.

800-775-2427; twntbias-inc.aan

!Jct

"

Voice processor
Booth N1815
Aphex Systems

26.400;64" 6    4,   , 
230: Features of this voice processor include a reflected
plate amplifiertube mic preamp, an easy rider compressor,
a logic -assisted gate, split band de-esser and an aural
exciter. The processor offers +4dBu and -10dBV outputs,
as well as 24-bit/96kHz A/D AES, S/PDIF and optical out-
puts. Low -jitter word clock output, word clock input and
a cough switch (soft mute) are also features of this unit.

818-161-2929; fax 818-161-2641; www.aphex.com: sales@aphex.com
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Portable recorder
Booth N313

Marantz
PMD660:Featuring a built-
in condenser micro-
phone with automatic
level control, one -touch
digital recording to Com-
pact Flash cards, on -board
editing with segment marking, a vir-
tual track mode for playback and instant audio access to
the preset marked points, the recorder can record for four
hours running on four standard AA batteries. The recorder
is a solid-state media recorder with one -touch digital
recording. Uncompressed WAV files can be recorded at
44.1kHz or 48kHz, and MP3 files can be recorded in mono
at 64kb/s or in stereo at 128kb/s.

630-141-0330; fax 630-741-0652

www.d-mprommillead-mpltfall

New Products fftAIE1

Digital antenna system
Booth C9229
Propagation Systems
IBOC antenna. These FM antennas and FM antenna/combiner
combinations are designed for FM broadcasters looking to
initiate IBOC FM broadcasting. PSI can supply the entire RF
package of transmission line, combiners and antennas. In the
separate amplification approach, PSI can supply FM antennas
using the Double V, Power -Tiller or multiple varieties of panel
antennas for single or multiple station applications. The com-
pany also provides the combiner and reject load necessary for
th is approach. In the separate antenna approach, PSI has several
antenna types available to suit the broadcaster's needs.

814-472-5540: fax 8' 4-472-5676

www.psibroadraslcom- Ps ba@surfshop.net

Time shifter
Booth N2432
25 -Seven

Audio Time Manager. ATM allows users to delay the start of live programs and
shorten their duration, in real-time, to accommodate unexpected events or create additional availabilities
on an on -going basis. Its time compression technology is clean enough to conservatively add about three
minutes per hour to a schedule. Depending on the program source, users can more than double that and
still maintain acceptable broadcast spoken language quality. The scheduler does not remove important
content, change pitch, damage inflection or create artifacts. It integrates into digital and analog radio
facilities providing smooth content insertions, network rejoins and broadcast delays.

888-251-2578:tent25-seemat itire25-seveues

COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIALISTS IN RF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

-

COAXIAL DYNAMICS has been a leading
manufacturer of precision equipment for the
measurement and termination of RF power
for over 35 years. Our equipment is used by
engineers and technicians in a wide variety
of applications throughout the world.

Check out our website
for more information!
www.coaxial.corn

6800 Lake Abram Drive
Middleburg Heights, OH 44130
440-243-1100  800 -COAXIAL

Fax: 440-243-1101

RECEIVERS
OUTSTANDING specifications and pricing on
professional quality receivers for EAS, monitoring and
translators.

The AFC3 is a three receiver rack mount that is
configured to your EAS or monitoring specif c
application. Each receiver has internal frequency
selection (PLL) switches, front panel controls and
indicators, and rear panel connections.

Pr ce: Approximately $1,300 (depending on receiver choice)

Select three receivers from our FM or FM/SCA, NOAH
Weather, Public Service and/or AM Monitor/Receivers.
All receivers are PLL );synthesized) designs using the
latest state of the art components and are available as
stand alone receivers as well as in AFC3 combinations.

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION
2237 Industrial Blvd., Sarasota, FL 34234 Tel. (941) 351-4454

Emad: sales@DaytonIndustrial.com WebSite: www.DaytonIndustrialcom

Quality Receivers Designed and Manufactured in the USA since 1980
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Multichannel sound card
Booth N1426
Digigram
PCX1222HR: Featuring one stereo input
and six stereo outputs in balanced analog

and AES/EBU formats in a short -
length PCI card, the sound

card is targeted at mis-

sion -critical live -assist

systems in radio. The
card features 24 -bit/

192kHz converters, a com-
prehensive set of drivers, hard-

waresample-rate converters, a 66MHz/
64 -bit PCI interface, a more powerful on-
board DSP and greater flexibility for cus-
tom developments. I/O connections are
available on a breakout cable or a rack
mountable external breakout box.

103-815-9100; fax 703-875-9161

inwilligram.conr input@tigigramzem

MSD100C: By provid-
ing only three presets
from which to choose,
the daily operation of
this meter is simpli-
fied for the user. It

provides two PPMs
analog input mode,
two PPMs digital in-
put mode and four
PPMs both analog and digital mode. The meter features a
color VGA screen and comes with two audio input pairs:
one stereo analog and one AES-3 digital input channel. It
accepts 96kHz on the digital input and has 24 -bit A/D. The
meter also incorporates a Goniometer (Audio Vector Os-
cilloscope) and a phasemeter. The meter supports multi-
ple PPM standards. Other features include a level meter
with user -definable scales and reference levels and a wall
plug power supply.

+45 4485 0255; fax +45 4485 0250

woulk-iodueligieszer. infoialk-tdoolejasiam

Stereo audio meter
Booth N2302

DK Technologies

C-1-7 1
01.10.110f

Rackmount digital hybrid
Booth N3926
JK Audio
PBXport Digital Hybrid: This digital hybrid is capable of providing

talk show -quality caller audio from a PBX phone system. The system allows the user to send mic- or line -level signals into
a PBX telephone system while maintaining separation between the host's voice and the caller. The balanced XLR output
jack contains only the caller's voice allowing full -duplex voice conferencing through the existing PBX phone system
without echo and feedback. The unit provides connections for a microphone, headphones, mixer, telephone handset
and a telephone set. The digital hybrid sends an audio signal into the PBX telephone system through the telephone
handset cord. The digital signal processor continuously monitors the transmit and receive audio signals to deliver
consistent separation.

800-552-8346: fax 815-786-8502: wwwjkaudio.coar ialajkaaim.com

Logger
Booth N1111
Pristine Systems

Blackbox: Blackbox
digital audio logger,
monitorand alertsys-..110.=
tem is an audio log-
ging product to meet
compliance, proof,
audit, programming,
management and

engineering needs. As many as 16 stereo
or 32 virtual mono channels of logging are
available. Choose from a variety of WAV
audio devices, and AM and FM tuner boards.
Most audio storage formats are supported.
Time -based and microphone skimmer
modes are included. A virtual radio player
allowsswitching between multiplestations
during playback as though listening to a
radio in real-time.

310-831-2234: fax 310-831-6281

www.pristinesys.com; sales@pnstinesys.oxn

Single-phase UPS
Booth C1207

Staco Energy Products
Unistar SX: A solid-state UPS, the unit provides continu-
ously regulated output voltage. For maximum flexibility,
the system will op-
erate over a wide
input voltage range
at 50Hz or 60Hz.
Standard output
voltages are user
selectable. The
system provides
output voltage and
frequency regula-
tion, harmonic filtration, electrical noise attenuation and
protection against voltage fluctuations, frequency fluc-
tuations, brownouts and blackouts. Optional extended
runtime battery cabinets can provide protection against
extended power outages. The UPS uses a full-time
rectifier and an inverter that generates clean power.
Available in tower or rack -mount models, the batteries
are hot-swappable.

931-253-1191: fax 931-253-1123

twAutacaeasay.com: saleastmosingy.cem
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SPL meter
Booth N2523

ATI
SLM-100: Now shipping, this audio
meter features a large analog meter for
quick measurements in frequency
ranges from 32Hz to 10kHz. It can be
set to measure A- and C -weighted
measurements with peak or averaging
response. It includes a seven -range
selectorswitch, calibration control and
a test signal output via an RCA jack. A
9V battery supplies power. SPL ranges
from 50dB to 126dB. A threaded insert
allows the meter to be mounted on a
camera tripod. The unit measures 6.25"x 2.5"x 1.75".

800-922-8001; fax 215-443-0331

www.aliautho.consales@ataucho.com

Plug-in for Pro Tools
Booth N811, N811A
Audio Processing Technology

Apt -x Pro: This com-
patibility tool allows
Pro Tools to work
freely with Enhanced
Apt -x -encoded 16 -to

24 -bit audio files. It

features an intuitive
user interface and
can convert audio
files to and from Apt -

x faster than real-time.The plug-in allows ProTools to import
Enhanced Apt -x and export PCM audio from a Pro Tools
track to an Enhanced Apt -x -encoded audio track.The plug-
in supports 44.1kHz and 48kHz sampling rates, mono or
stereo files, and supports 24 -bit resolution.

323-463-2963; fax 323-463-8818

www.a plum: apanarkating@aptulan

Switches
Booth SI.2654

NKK Switches
KP01: Three cap sizes
are available in the
KPOI series: 12mm,
15mm and 17.4mm.
The compact design
is 23mm from the PC
board to the top of the cap and features a long travel of
4.5mm. Engineers can request legend packets, which help
facilitate the ordering of customer specific legends. The
switchesare constructed with a red and green,built-in LED.
An amber color can be produced by simultaneous illumi-
nation of the red and green LEDs. The built-in LED frees
engineers from having to source LEDs on their own and
install them, or from having to assemble an LED into the
base switch at all. A snap -in stand off provides secure PC
board mounting and alignment. PCB layout is standard
0.100 x 0.100. Terminals are epoxy sealed to lock out flux,
dust and other contaminants.

480-991-0942: fax 480-998-1435

www.nkkswitches.com; sales@nkkswitches.com

Hew Products tft&II
Digital transmitter

Booth N2811
Nautel

XR50: As the fourth
generation of the Nau-
tel 50kW AM transmit-
ter, this modular HD
Radio/DRM digital
transmitter offers
power modules that
are hot-pluggable
and can be removed
and replaced without
an interruption in
transmission. For greater
redundancy, the transmitter comes with a
standby DDS exciter section including a
modulation encoder with automatic
changeover. It requires no manual tuning
or adjustment, even with antenna mismatch
corresponding to 1.5:1 VSWR at 50kW with
100 percent modulation.

207-941-8200: fax 207-947-3693

mwmautd.com; infoOnadalcom

IBELAR
FMHD-1 / AMHD-1
H)) Radio Monitors

Tomorrow Radio Compatible!
Frequency Agile High / Low level inputs
High Resolution Graphical Color Display

 HD Status, Station and Program Info
Analog / HD Audio Delay Measurement

 HD / Analog Program Audio Metering
RJ 45 Ethernet Interface

 FFT Spectrum Analysis
8 Assignable Analog Audio Outputs

Look for it at the 2005 NAB
Check www.belar.com for updates
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Newsroom production
Booth N1402
Prophet Systems
Newsgen: This sta i id -alone newsroom soft-
ware enables reporters to write newscasts,
receive and manipulate wire copy and dig-
itally record,edit and playback audio. Users
can define hot -keys, change the look and
feel of the screens, set up custom wire
searches, set up alert conditions on the
wires, define custom colors, and create cat-
egories for stories and media. This produc-
tion system enables news reporters to create
newscasts for music stations to air from
without having to leave the news room.

800-658-4403: fax 308-284-4181

twiwpmplaesys.cem: sales@pmphelsyszom

Audio processors
Booth N813
Orban

MI e 
Optimod-FM 8500: Orban's new flagship processor is
suitable for use with IBOC, Eureka -147 or a netcast. The
processor has doubled its DSP power to provide head-
room for future DSP improvements. Featuring five -band
and two -band processing for analog and digital FM, the
processor provides stereo enhancement, equalization,
AGC, multiband compression, low -IM peak limiting, stereo
encoding and composite limiting. More than 20 format-

specific factory presets are loaded. Processing for a digital
chain is standard.The base sample rate is 64kHz.

510-351-3500: fax 510-351-0500

www.mbauser matimeamban.com

RBDS, HD Radio PAD interface
Booth N3911
OMT Technologies
lmediadatacast:The Imediadatacast Module for Imediatouch automation allowsa station to send full artist
and title information to RBDS and HD Radio encoders. Imediadatacast allows Imediatouch users to provide
listeners with expanded "now playing" information and customized radio promotion dataon FM radios

supporting RBDS encoding.
888-665-0501: fax 204-183-5805: www.omtnet macaw

REmote Broadcast 5olutionsiff; -
Art ic Tel

FICIM MI. Input

410

X

MicTFT - Mic 'Line to TFlephone Interface

Outputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular phone or
balanced line level at up to +10dBm. D.

Operates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkaline batteries.

s> High quality, user-switchable, internal limiter prevents clipping.

External power input with silent, auto -switching battery backup.

5) Individual gain controls for send, receive and headphones levels.

CIrcultWerkes.,Inc.
352-3351.6555

32609.
cw

Trerrap Pocket-Sizrcd
Manua/ Tcfrphorpc Coupler

Can be used as a phone tap or a passive manual
telephone coupler.

Send cr receive telephone audio.

Mute Switch disconects all audio to or from
the phone line, but leaves the TelTap connected.

Compact size & low cost makes the TelTap a great
remote kit addition for main or backup capabilities.

GE1 info on these E other
great rEmotE products at
wwv..circultwErkEs.com
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LBA Technology, Inc. is your proven

supplier of innovative, digital -ready

AM antenna systems. Our products

include tuning units, phasing systems,

multiplexers, AM/wireless isolation

systems and components for every

power level. We help hundreds of

broadcasters in the USA and

worldwide to --

Reach further -
sound better!

LBA Technology, Inc.
Broadcast and Telecommunications Antenna Products

LBA Tunipolev
Folded Unipole Systems

Diplexer. Triplexer and
Phasor Systems

Antenna Tuning Units

LBA
3400 Tupper Drive, Greenville, NC 27834

800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 / Fax 252-752-9155
Email Lbatech@Lbagroup.com / www.Lbagroup.com

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150
GORMAN-REDLICH \IFG. CO.

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone !inc.
0 4

t
ENCODER DECODER FCC ID. lAVIES 

 5 two-way RS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs
are transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels
 Now available with optional built in character generator which

can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

Web Site: iis..gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimra Borman-redlicKcom

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut

for second transmitter

'Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled spithesized

FM digitally tuned radios. remote signboards. cables for interconnection, Charact.,r generators.
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Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

41111110Z.thargral.

flOt 11111

800.327.6901
-airEtv

www.autogramcorp.com
dk

MOORETRONIX

Our client list continues to grow.
We would like to Thank -You
for your confidence and your
purchases.

We now have in stock, SHURE, SM-5B, wind screens.
These are from the OEM vendor and are priced at
$60.00 per set. Make the best voice over microphone,
new again!

We recondition Pacific Recorders BMX AMX,
ABX and RMX mixing consoles. Let us re -work your
console's modules. Obtain that added value from a
proven winner. Quality built products last and last and
last!

Check our WEB site for great buys on pre -owned
broadcast gear. All equipment is repaired, tested and
shipped with the manual.

Stretch your broadcast $$$ on quality, pre -owned
equipment.... sold with a warranty.

TEL 800-300-0733 FAX 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

Affordable Custom
alLoadcast Furniture
ANEMIC'

Delivered
and

installed
by

529 Rosedale Road
Suite 103

Kennet Square, PA 19348

TEL: 610-925-2785  FAX: 610-925-2787
email:sales@studiotechnology.com

www.studiotechnology.com

Simply Simple.
Ca I or visit us online

New Products

New Suppliers
New Technologies

New Catalog Every 90 Days,

MOUSER1ELI I la Ci rJ E S

a comp, ,

(800) 346-6873 www.mouser.com
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Use Once a 1)av to
Alio late Traffic

Cmigestion

Traffic and billing made easy with
the affordable Traffic C.O.P. for Windows
Take the headache out of controlling traffic with Traffic C.O.P.

for Windows. Whether it's scheduling logs, printing invoices, or
managing receivables. the Traffic C.O.P. will work for you. And,

because it's Windows based traffic software, you get a
modern, reliable and easy to use program-all backed by the
superior customer support of Broadcast Data Consultants.

Isn't it time you get rid of congestion?

Call for your FREE CD demo today, or for more information,
please visit our web -site.

Toll Free: 800-275-6204
www.broadcastdata.com
Broadcast Data Consultants,
51 South Main Ave., Suite 312. Clearwater, FL 33765

TRAFFIC C.O.P.
FOR w1r.

Transcom Corporation
AM El fill Transmitters

Visit our new internet site at www.fmamtv.com
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all

major equipment manufacturers. Let us send you a customized quote!

USED FM TRANSMITTERS USED EXCITERS
1 KW 1998 Harris Quest Cont,nental 802B

Solid Sate *New* 20 watt -synthesized
1.5 kW 1987 BE FM 1.5A
3.5 kW 1986 Harris FM 3.5K NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
3.5 kW 1992 Harris HT 3.5 ANALOG AND DIGITAL
5 KW 1982 Harris FM 5K Special Discount Pricing On:
6 kW 1995 Henry 6000D VHF AND UHF 10w to 10kw
10kW 1996 BE FM 10B TV Antennas
10kW 2000 BE FM 10T TV STL

10kW 2001 Henry 10,0000-95
20 kW 1978 Collins 831 G2 USED TV TRANSMITTERS
25 kW 1980 CSI T -25 -FA 10 kW VHF NEC PCN 1213

(Amplifier Only) 30kW UHF RCA TTU-30A
25 kW 1982 Harris FM25K
30 kW 1986 BE FM30A USED MISC. EQUIPMENT
50 kW 1982 Harris Combiner Audio Amplifiers.

w/auto exciter- BGW 85
transmitter switcher Crown D75

*New* Denon 720R Cassette Player
USED AM TRANSMITTERS Potomac Phase Monitor AM 19

1 kW 1983 Harris MW1A w/sampler

WidiUto Potomac Phase Monitor 1901
1 kW 1986 Harris SX1A Digital 2Twr

Solid State Sola Voltage Regulator 60hz
5kW 1985 Continental 315R1 1KVA s -phase

5kW 1982 Harris MW5A
10kW 1982 Harris MW10A AND MUCH MORE
10kW 1986 Harris MW1OB
50 kW 1985 Continental 317C2

Retuning & Testing Available
CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454 (215-938-7304) Fax 215-938-7361

The AES-302 Digital Audio

Switcher/Distribution System

Don't Do IBOC Without It!

MI 111

Two Input Switcher - Optional Optical or SPDIF I/O
Four Isolated Digital Outputs
+4 dBm XLR Stereo Output of Selected Source
Automatic or Manual Switching - For Confidence
Built in Silence Sensor - No need for external S.S.

Digital radio 'ransmitter packages lack one of the most important pieces of
equipment. a back up source selector. -he AES-302 from BDI completes a digital
radio system by providing an automatic switchover to a back up audio chain.
Digital radio means no more listening off air in real time. You need to have a
confidence monitor that will switch sources upon silence or digital errcr. The
AES-302 has a silence and error senso- to keep you on the air when a path fails.
Order with any input or output configured for XLR. SPDIF or optical interface.
No confidence monitor has more flexibility than the AES-302. The AES-302
features a two input digital swacher which is fed to a four output digital DA. We
also provide a balanced analog stereo output at the rear panel and a headphone
monitor at the front panel. Digital diagnostics at the front panel make the AES-
302 indispensable at any transmitter see. Visit our website to download complete
information. Call your local broadcast equipment dealer for pricing and delivery.

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
Tel. (914) 737-5032 Fax. (914) 736-6916

Website: n.Broadcast-Devices.com
bdi

IDT131i.
kW Power Amplifier
Price Breakthrough

FM500 Combined up to 4kW output power
Each FM500 is a self contained unit capable of stand
alone operation
Raise or lower can be performed from any of the
FM500s or remote raise lower

kW SERIES POWER AMPLIFIERS

Power Price
1 OkW
1 5k VV

2.0kW
3.0k W
4.0kW

$4

$7.500
$9,800

516.000
$20,

Visit our web site www.pt2kpower.com for full details

PT ER 1814 Schooldale Drive San Jose CA 95124
408 448 3342 FAX 408 549 9991
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Transmitting & Audio Tubes

Semiconductors

Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol  We Export

760-744-0700 800-737-2787
Fax: 160-144-1943

www.rfparts.com
Email:

rfp@rficrts.com ,

''ear Annoversa

AF PARTS"
COMPANY

Tieline
G Y

Tieline i-Mix G3 delivers
Athens games to millions
of American sports fans.

Read the full story.

Order your free demo today

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

,,ngley-Rice Coverage ovar 3D Terrain

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage

,4 Create stunning "rea.-world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice PTP Okamura/Hata and
FCC with Probe 3TM

'-Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommander TM

./Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro TM

Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain-3DTm

oft The leader in broadcast
\ 10,, engineering consulting

( Mo., Sal wnrr softwareand irgin,. ring ( wpm lri 'kg

www v -soft com 800 743-3684

Leading the
HD Radio

Revolution!

FM Antennas

Combiners
Filters

HD Radio

Shively Labs
www.shively.com
sales@shively.com

888-SHNELY Fax (207)647-8273

sill11111111111=011

,C1-174N11:1,A)(
BROADCAST FURNITURE

Custom Image Room Furniture

Force 36 MF

Why Omnirax?

 Excellent collaborative custom design ability,
so you get exactly what you want

III Unique combination of style, functionality
and etwgrornics

 Fanatical attention to detail
 15 years of experience
II 10096 satisfaction guaranteed

P O. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
600.33 2.3391 415.332.3392 FAX 415.332.2607

www.omnirax.com info@omnirax.com

Take
back

control
Of yo u r

Internet broadcast
and advertising

 Low flat monthly fees

 Unlimited Simultaneous Listeners

 No Ads of any kind / No contracts

 Free Custom Designed Media Player

 Free Monthly Tuning Hours Report

RC24X7.COM
Streaming Media Network designed

for AM & FM Radio Stations
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1.41Kiiir -MIT)
Quality Equipment, Low Price
OPFOR 10051

950 Mhz
Composite STL

Digitally Tuned

Composite &
Mono Input

20 W FM Exciter $ 949
100 W FM Exciter $1395
100 W FM Amp. $ 395
250 W FM Exciter $2495
250 W FM Amp. $1795
500 W FM Amp. $3995
1KW FM Xmitter $5395
2KW FM Xmitter $6395
1KW FM Amp. $5449

NexusBroadcasi..t;on, 950 Mhz STL sys. $2.395

STL Licensing & Coordination

Racily
Be sure to check us out on the Web for
2005 advertising information including:

 Media Kit

 Advertising Rates

 General Requirements

 Editorial Calendar

 Much More

Radom
For more information on how to

advertiser in Radio Magazine,

contact a salesperon today!

Angie Connley

p: 913.967.7221

aconnley@primediabusiness.com

Scott Slocum

p: 913.967.1358

sslocum@primediabusiness.com

Joyce Nolan

p: 610.701.9993

jnolan@primediabusiness.com

Ws FCC Certified

STOCK' FM Stereo Transmitter

0 Ll

GET ON -THE MR Sri:1Y ON -THE -AIR!
V 50W RF output, cont nuous duty!
V Auto protect with auto soft tail &

auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters
V Perfect for LPFM anc Translators, as

well as stand-alone exciters

What's the
bottom line?
To stay on -the -air!
The PX50 was designed with
that in mind! Auto monitoring
of all parameters, w-th auto-
matic power reduction and
restore on VSWR and tempera-

ture errors! No more down time, AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus
the PX50 is FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8 74 (ID: PF3PX50) and Industry
Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you will never have to worry about non-
compliance! Get on the air QUICK...and STAY on the air, with the PX50!

1.03'

t.:

sa.1245

40s*0/05

ramsey
RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, INC.
590 Fishers Station Drive  Victor, NY 14564
800-446-2295  585-924-4560
www.ramseyelectronics.com
Providing Value And Performance For Over 30 Years!

First in AUDIO
&VIDEO

Cabling Systems

wilT®MDEBM
WIREWORKS CORPORATION

380 HILLSIDE AVE. HILLSIDE, NJ 07205
SALES: 800-642-9473 FAX: 908-686-0483

sales@wireworks.com www.wireworks.com

Bay Country
liklIROADCAS I EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast
Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment online at:
http://www.baycountry.com
or call and we will fax it to you.

All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 877.722-1031  Fax: 443-596-0212
http:llwww.baycountry.com  e-mail: sales@baycountry.com

beradio.com

a
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Classified
For Sale

AcousticsFirst
TNoll-Fbree

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Services

Tennessee Tower Service
AM -FM  Broadcast  Cellular
Tower Installation  Antenna

Line Installation  Complete Civil Work
Blasting  Tower Painting

DICK BAIN, Owner
111 Allen Dr.
Tazewll. TN 37879

M: 1-423-526-9041
Ph: 1-423-626-5453

Fax: 1-423-626-0552
Email: tntowerservice@yahoo.com

Call about our 2005 tower painting specials.

Certification
Are your engineers

Certified?

SBE
SBE Certification

The Industry Benchmark

www.sbe.org  (317) 846-9000

Help Wanted

D.A.V.I.D. Systems, Inc. is seeking a National
Sales Manager for its North American operation.

D.A.VI.D. (Digital Audio & Video Integration and
Development) develops products & system solu-
tions for the broadcast market, concentrating on
radio automation & related Internet services.

We are seeking a highly motivated individual with
significant experience in the radio systems busi-
ness. The ideal candidate will have worked in the
automation segment before & have an up to date
Rolodex to work with. Her or she understands
the workflow & operation needs of both public &
private radio operators. Our market is character-
ized by long purchasing cycles - the National Sales
Manager needs to be self-reliant & have a keen
understanding of the nature of project business in
order to be successful.

We offer competitive compensation, health ben-
efits, above -average paid vacation and growth
opportunities. If you enjoy working with an effec-
tive & customer -oriented team, please send your
updated resume & references to:

D.A.V.I.D. Systems, Inc.
PO Box 1297

Brookline, MA 02446
nsm@digasytem.com

Professional Services
Structural Analysis

/1/
Electronics Research. Inc.

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

(812) 925-6000
WNYVd ERlinc corn

4006

TEXAS

BELT ONE

:, SUITE 160  ARCHITECTURE /INTERIORS FOR ACOUSTICAT SPACES

''' ADDISON

15001

e

972/661-5222

 ROOM ACOUSTICS AND SOUND ISOLATION

 NOISE AND VIBRATION CONTROL

itienv dlq corn

RUSS BERGER DESIGN GROUP

 RECORDING AND BROADCAST FACILITY DESIGN

ApplecNilreless
Kevin McNamara
President 8 CEO

Applied Wireless, Inc
providing options.

PO Box 926
New Market. MD 21774

tel 301 865 1011

fax 301 865 4422
email kevinmceappliedit -

wens appliedwor

JOHN H. BATT1SON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,

FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV
Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork

2684 State Route 60 RD '1
Loudonville, OH 44842

419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419
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CBNT

Chief Engineer
WZIP-FM/Univ.

of Akron, OH
H is grandfather, a

ham, got him inter-
ested in radio engi-
neeri ng. He earned
his First Class li-
cense just after high

school, and was hired by WAUP (WZIP) in
1980. He is active in SBE chapter 70 having
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chairman and liaison to theOhio Engineering
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ed for WAPS, WRQK, WINW and WKDD.
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Mediatouch 42 888-665-0501 www.omt.net
Mooretronix 78 800-300-0733 www.mooretronix.corn
Moseley Associates 39, 51 805-968-9621 www.moseleysbcom
Mouser Electronics 78 800-346-6873 www.mouser corn

Musicam USA 25 732-739-5600 www.musicamusa.com
Nautel Electronics 11 902-823-2233 www.nautel.com
Neumann Microphones 27...860-434-5220 www.neumannusa.com
Nexus Broadcast 81 800-219-7461 www.nexusbroadcast.com
NPR Satellite Services 29 202-513-2626 www.nprss.org/be
Omnirax 36, 80 415-332-3392 www.omnirax.corn

Orban
Prophet Systems
PTEK

59 510-351-3500
24 877-774-1010
79...408-448-3342

www.orban.corn
www.prophetsys.com
vonwptekpowercom

Radio Computing Services 53 914-428-4600 wvwv.rcsworks.com

Radio Soft 37 888-RADI095 www.radiosoft.com
Radio Systems 44-45 856-467-8000 www.rathosystems.corn
RAM Broadcast Systems 32 847-487-7575 www.ramsyscom.com
Ramsey Electronics 81 800-446-2295 www.ramseyelectronics.com
RF Parts 80 800-737-2787 vmw.rfparts.com
SCMS, Inc 18, 59 800-438-6040 www.scmsinc.corn

Scott Studios 1 888 -GET -SCOTT www.scottstudios.com
Shively Labs 28, 80 888-SHIVELY www.shively.corn

Sierra Automated Systems 33 818-840-6749 www.sasaudio.com
Sine Systems 50 615-228-3500 vwvw.sinesystems.corn

Studio Technologies 71 847-676-9177 www.studio-tech.com
Studio Technology 78 610-925-2785 mrw.studiotechnology.com
Telex Communications 39 800-392-3497 www.electrovoice.com
Telos Systems 23, 57 216-241-7225 www.telos-systems.com
TieLine Technology 5,80..888-211-6989 www.tieline.corn
Transcom Corp 79 800-441-8454 www.fmamty.com
V -Soft Communications 80 800-743-3684 www.v-soft.com
Wheatstone 2,85, 86 252-638-7000 www.wheatstone.com
Wi reworks Corp. 81 800-642-9473 www.wireworks.corn
Zero Manufacturing 43 . 800-547-3960 www.zerocases.com

This index is a service to readers. Every eff.srt is made to ensure accuracy. but Radio magazine cannot assume
responsibility for errors or omissions.
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Sion Off
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Do you remember?

Sample and Hold
Most People Relied on Radio
During the Hurricanes in 2004

Radio
- 16%

Television

Cell phones __

and friends

12%

Internet Newspaper

1% 10/0

Listeners repeatedly commented that
radio was dependable, used fewer

batteries and had better signals than
television, and it was portable.

Source: Arbitron Listener Perceptual Study, Hurricane
Markets, December 2004. Numbers may add up to more
than 100 due to rounding.

The MR -1 professional cassette
deck from Nakamichi offered front
and rear balanced inputs, unbal-
anced inputs,balanced and unbalanced outputs,linear-
scale peak -reading meters and independent tape and EQ
selection. The unit featured an asymmetrical dual -cap-
stan direct -drive transport with less than 0.027 percent
flutter, as well as an exclusive pressure -pad lifter that
eliminated scrape flutter and modulation noise. A
motor -driven cam operating system ensured gentle
tape handling and automatic slack take-up. This was a
discrete three -head recording system for 20Hz to 20kHz
±3dB response advertised in 1985.

That was then

Digital Equipment Corporation unveiled the PDP
8 in 1965.This 12 -bit machine was the first commer
cially successful minicomputer. Small enough to sit
on a desktop,it sold for $18,000-one-fifth the cost of
a low -end IBM/360 mainframe.The machine used a
core memory system that operated at cycle time of
1.5 microseconds. Early PDP-8 models used a front -
panel interface, a paper -tape reader and a teletype
printer with an optional paper -tape punch.Over time
I/O systems such as magnetic tape, RS -232 and
current loop dumb terminals, punched card readers
and fixed -head disks were added.With its combina-
tion of speed, size and cost the minicomputer was
incorporated in thousands of manufacturing plants,
offices and scientific laboratories.

Source: wwwcomputerhistory.org
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The Wheatstone GENERATION -5
has the PO HER and FEATURES

Stations Demand the MOST

LOTS More!
Our Generation -5 provides your operatcrs

with a straightforward traditional control surface
coupled with all the benefits of digital technology. It
gives you the flexibility of system -wide source, mix and
destination control (any signal anywhere), a powerful
mix -minus section and a complete event store, name
and recall system. One wire from this surface can
control THOUSANDS of wires in your technical
operat ons center.

Ard while the G-5 feels ike an analog console,
its DSP-based mixing engine keeps your digital sources
digital while converting analog sources to switched
digital, elim nat ng crosstalk and noise. It can furnish
remote a-ic telcom functionality on any input fader
without fear of feedback-a real plus in back-to-back

daily operations. Its built-in graphic displays keep
operators on top of things with just a glance. And since
the entire system is software based, you can accom-
modate any format with a press of a button.

Like all our Generation Series consoNes, the G-5
has complete failsafe options available, such as
automatic fail -over DSP and CPU cards and redundant
power supplies. We can even provide scheduling
software and studio mounted satellite cages that can
be configured to mix independently from your main
routing system.

At WHEATSTONE we've built and sosd over a
thousand digital audio for. soles. The G-5 s a

cu mination of all that experience. Benefir from ou-
expertise - choose WHEATSTONE!

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28562
252-638-7600 / 1/444.W. wheatstone.com / sales@wheatstone.com

k , r I
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Behind Every GOOD CONSOLE

There's an EVEN .BETTER ROUTER

GENERATION 4
A Straightforward, Easy -to -Use Control Surface

There's no
long learning
curve required
to immediately
start using this tradi-
tional layout specifically
envisioned for operators
of all skill levels.

BRIDGE TECHNOLOGY enables the GEN-4 surface
to operate far beyond the limits of its studio main-
frame. Integration with the Bridge digital audio
network router provides systemwide access to all
station on -air and off -air audio resources via inter -
linked CAT -5 or fiberoptic cable. And of course, we all know
EXPERIENCE COUNTS! With over eighty Wheatstone Generation control surfaces
already operating in the field, you can be assured your installation will proceed
smoothly and on time.

the digital audio leaders
www. wheatstone. corn


